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Tercentenary Westminster
Assembly

•

osophy. Fully conscious of .the cancer of modernism on. the one· hand and of the dry rot of a dead
orthodoxy on the other, the true sons of Calvin will
rise up today to bless the fathers of Westminster,
praying Almighty God for light and grace and
strength to make the sarne imperishable faith which
guided them the mainspring and dynamic of. their
thought and life :i:n the twentieth century.

HREE HUNDRED years ago this month the
opening of the first session of the W estminster Assembly of Divines took place in London. All over the world, wherever Presbyterians and Reformed still treasure the God-centered faith of the Scriptures, this historic event will
be commemorated in oral addresses and written Dr. Henry
publications. ·The real and imperishable. signifiSloane Coffin
cance of this great church assembly of the seventeenth century is found in the crystallization of
0 MORE striking exhibition of the sad state
Calvinistic thought and practice which it achieved
· of affairs in the Presbyterian Church U.S.A.
especially for: Presbyterianism. Just as the Synod
could be furnished than the recent election
. to the General Assembly's moderatorship of
of Dort twenty-five years earlier maintained a clear
and strong testimony for the Reformed Faith in the Dr. Henry Sloane. Coffin. Though the majority of
Dutch Churches, so the Westminster Assembly rep- Presbyterians are cons~rvative (if not orthodox) in
resents the finest fruition of Anglo-Saxon Calvin- their thinkl.ng and in their practical life, and t:b.e
ism in creed, worship, and church government. The majority of the ministers undoubtedly subscribe
Westminster Confession and the Shorter Catechism ex animq to the Westminster Standards, the leader;
are imperishable documents that ought to live ship in this large denomination bearing the Presbyamong those who are spiritual sons of Isaiah, Paul, teriap name is liberal. If Twisse and Rutherford,
Augustine, and Calvin. We rejoice that in many Baillie and Gillespie--those stalwarts of the Westcommunions of the Reformed and Presbyterian minster Assembly-could have been present at the'
family throughout the world the significance of the recent General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Westminster Assembly will be set forth. As we Church U.S.A., how they would have stared with
listen to these voices it is well to distinguish be- open-mouthed astonishment at the proceedings!
tween those who only laud a great period in their Henry Sloane Coffin, the moderator, the spiritual
remote historic past and those to whom the West- head and leader for the next year, of the great
minster Standards are a living and abiding embodi- Church of Charles Hodge and Benjamin Warfield!
ment of the glorious Faith which abides forever and Dr. Coffin is President of Union Theological Semiis needed as desperately today as it was in the days nary, the school which a half century ago renounced
of Cromwell and Charles I. In these days of historic the authority of the General Assembly and went its
commemoration many laudations will be heaped ow:h way to shield and uphold the incipient mod.;,
upon these great Westminster documents by men ernism of some of its teachers. Today everyone
who have long renounced the deeper meaning and knows "Union" to be the most outspokenly liberal
power of the living truths which they embody in seminary. Dr. Coffin, moreover, is an Auburn Affirsystematic and logical form. To such men the voice mationist. If Twisse would ask one of the commisof the Westminster Standards may well say: Laud sioners to the 155th General Assembly at Detroit
me not! I do not need or crave your praises! I ask ·just what that meant, he would have to reply that
your allegiance, your devotion, the love of your he, with all signers of the Auburn Affirmation, holds
heart! Thank God, there are today many tbrough- the following. fundamental truths of the Reformed
out the world who are not only historically the sons Faith to be "non-essential": (1) The inspiration and.
of Calvin, Dort, and Westminster, but also spiritu- -inerrancy of Holy Scripture; (2) The virgin birth
ally, existentially. Their praises for the achieve- of Christ; (3) The vicarious atonement of Christ;
ments of Westminster will not be mere balcony ( 4) Christ's bodily resurrection and ascension; (5)
praises, spectator's laudations. They will be the The supernatural nature of Christ's miracles. And
praises of those to whom the Sovereign God of the if he wanted to become still better informed just
Westminster Divines is the living God of today. what this 1943 leader of American Presbyterianism
These praises may be writ in blood and tears and actually believes about the great verities for which
the sweat and agony of struggle--the struggle- for the fathers wrought and fought and suffered, he
the truth as it is in God and in His Word and not.· ~could turn to the writings of Dr. Coffin and there
in human wisdom, human speculation, human phil- '.!read as follows:

N
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"My own country is in the throes of a belated
theological controversy due to the persistence of
an obsolete and unprotestant view of Biblical inerrancy . . . The revolt from various theories of the
atonement has been due to their unchristian views
of God. A father who had to be reconciled to His
children, Whose wrath had to be appeased or whose
forgiveness could be purchased, is not the Father of
Jesus Christ . . . Certain widely used hymns still
perpetuate the theory that God pardons sinners because Christ purchased that pardon by HiS obedience and suffering. But a forgiveness that is paid
for is not forgiveness ... I early learned by heart
the Shorter Catechism of the Westminster· Divines,
which is an excellent mental discipline in its logical
reasoning and rhythmical English. Many of its formulations are obsolete, and I am not passing it on
to another generation ... I remain a Presbyterian,
not because I believe the Presbyterian Church is
better than any other, but because I owe to it whatever religious inspiration I possess . . . Ministers
and other office-bearers are required to accept the
Scriptures as the supreme standard of faith and life
and the Westminster Confession as containing the
system set forth in the Holy Scriptures. Such subscription was not originally intended by the Westminster Divines, and I hope to see the day when it
will be no longer required . . .''
,
.These oracles from the President of Union, who
only a few months ago was invited for the first time
by President Mackay to occupy the pulpit in Princete>n's Miller Chapel, ought forever to silence any
further skeptical questions of such men as Twisse
and the four Scotchmen seated to his right in the
Jerusalem chamber of Westminster's Deanery in
1643.

Calvin and Church
Union
ROM time to time John Calvin is represented
as a champion of church union, the merging
of Protestant denominations into one body,
such as the Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ pursues as its ideal. It is not difficult to
find passages in the writings of Calvin that hold up
the unity of the church as an ideal. Again and again
Calvin sought to bring the Lutherans and his own
followers together into one body. He even held up
the ideal of ultimate union between Protestants and
Roman Catholics. When this attitude of Calvin
toward the unity of the Church is urged by some
recent writers as an example for us today, the implication is that Calvin would not make so much
of doctrinal differences, the chief cause for the division of ·Protestantism into many different bodies.
This is clearly implied in an article of M. H. Harper,
originally published in Church Union, December,
1942, and taken over by The Religious Digest (July,
1943). "One of the burning passions of Calvin's life
was to help remove the factors which divided the

GJ
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various groups of Protestants and restore .the church
to its original apostolic unity." "Thus, to Calvin,
schism and disunity are not· only abhorrent and
undesirable, they are positively dangerous; Christian unity is essential to the life .and work of the
Church." This·language appears to be clear and un.:.:
mistakable. Calvin would, we are told either directly or by indirection, not support any movement that
would break up the organizatiomtl unity of the
Church. He would today undoubtedly be a cham•
pion of the union of all churches - at least of all
Protestant churches.
A worse distortion of Calvin's view on the subject
is scarcely conceivable. Calvin was a passionate
lover of the unity of the Church provided that unity
could be achieved on the basis of essential agreement in the great Christian doctrines. Calvin has
not one iota in common with the doctrinal indifferentism of the 'modern proponents of church union.
As readers of his works well know, and as his
enemies constantly throw in his teeth, Calvin was
"intolerant" in the great essentials .of the faith
toward all those who departed .from that faith. With
utter lack of historical sense these passages for
church union from Calvin's writings are given a
connotation in our modern religious and ecclesiastical setting which they never had as they flowed
from his pen. In Calvin's day the great declension
from supernatural, biblical Christianity had not yet
come. Everyone in the Protestant Church believed
in the great essentials of an infallible Word, a triune
God, an incarnate Christ, a vicarious atonement, the
virgin birth, total depravity, the need of regeneration, supernatural miracles, Christ's bodily resurrection, and his second advent. On this basis Calvin might well call all Protestants together, and it
is to his everlasting credit that he did not view the
difference between him and Luther on the Lord's
Supper as an insuperable barrier to church union.
The Lutherans were on this score much more exclusive and divisive. But-and this is all-important
-Lutherans and Calvinists all stood on the basis
of the supernatural faith· of the Scriptures. There
was no Modernism in the church of that day, and
when an occasional "modernist" did bob up, no one
need be in doubt where Calvin stood in reference
to his views. What happened to the Unitarian Servetus is pretty well known to both friends and
enemies of Calvin and needs no rehearsal at this
time!
Calvin wished that Lutherans, Calvinists, Anabaptists, and Anglicans might be brought together,
but he never ad~ocated such a union on the basis
of doctrinal indifference-the suppression of discussion on the matters on which they differed. His
statement that he would "cross ten seas" to bring
about a union of Protestant groups is often quoted
with great unction by some modern proponents of
union between believers and deniers of the divine
Christ, but the context of the statement is usually
omitted. Here is the full statement. He wrote it
JUNE-JULY, 1943
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to Archbishop Cranmer in April, 1552. "I wish in- formed Faith in Australia. The second issue of The
deed it could be brought about that men bf learn,. Reformed Theologi-cal Review, the quarterly whose
ing and authority from different churches might appearance we announced some time ago, was pubmeet somewhere and, after thoroughly discussing lished in May, though it has not yet come to our
the different articles of faith, should, by a unani- desk. From announcement in The Australian Free
mous decision, hand down to posterity some cer- Presbyterian we note it contains an article on Paul, '
tain rule of faith ... As to myself, I should not, if · one on Church and State in Japan, and a third on
need be, object to cross ten seas for such a purpose." the Theology of Westminster, besides book reviews.
This clear-cut statement from the Reformer leaves We hope this theological review will meet with
,no doubt where he stood on the matter of doctrinal wide approval and be received kindly in Australia
indifferentism and what price he was (and was not) as well as abroad. Meanwhile THE CALVIN FORUM
prepared to pay for the external organizational unity will gladly accede to the request Qf the Assembly
of the Church.
to strive and serve as the organ of Ecumenical Calvinism.
It has been our aim from the beginning to
It seems to have become a fad with some to quote
"selected" statements from the works of Calvin, be just that, but we realize how far we still have
which, taken out of their context, can be made to to go to approach this ideal. We bespeak the cosound like the very opposite of the spirit and the operation of the leading men interested in the Reintent of this great Reformer. We commend the formed Faith in Australia. We will welcome your
reading of Calvin's writings without benefit of mod- articles. Scholarly, theological and philosophical,
as well as biblical discussions belong rather in your
ern excerpters and condensers.
If Calvin lived today, there can be no doubt he own Theological Review. For our magazine we
would be the sworn enemy of every modern attempt welcome articles bearing upon Ecumenical Calvinat Church union at the expense of the great essen- ism, upon Australia and the outlook of Calvinism
tials of the faith. And that is the only Church union among you, and the like. Already we appreciate
the letters from the typewriter of the Rev. Arthur
the modern Protestant Churchman knows.
Allen, our regular Australian correspondent, who;
as our American readers also know, is the editor of
The Reformed Theological Review. We also read
Australian Calvinistic
with pleasure the little monthly, The Australian
Voices
Free Presbyterian, with its back-to-God note a.nd its
· HOSE who love the Reformed Faith in every enthusiastic endorsement of everything that is loyal
part of the world are finding one another. to the Reformed Faith. We entirely echo your fine
The contacts overleap every barrier of lan- words, Editor Macleod, in the April 15 issue under
guage and distance. THE CALVIN FORUM is the caption, "Bushido or the Bible in Our Schools":
constantly reaching out and making new friends. "To say that Religion vetoes the spirit of research
We are now known and have friends in the faith in and inquiry is surely to blink at the fact that the
every part of the globe. We are in a peculiarly world's highest scientific and cultural development
favorable position because of the language medium is pursued most ardently under the aegis of the
employed by our magazine. The English language Christian faith ... The Reformers felt that educahas for years been and is now increasingly becom- tion was the hand-maid of the Lord, and wherever
ing the one international language and our nation the influence of Geneva was established, there Edu:..
is increasingly forced into the position of leadership cation, Arts, Seience, Philosophy took a new lease
in the world. We are happy to know that also our of life ... The highest form of truth was spiritual
magazine, which is now just eight years old, has be- and only in the teaching of Scripture could there
come the one international exchange of Calvinistic be true interpretation and explanation of God, Man
thought and action. That it is recognized as just that, and the Universe, and the ultimate basis of this life
is clear from a letter which came to the editor's desk was the Word of God. The tragedy of our day is that
just this past week. It is an official communication this precious Word of G<;>d is dethroned in Unive,:-from the Assembly of the Free Presbyterian Church sity, College, School, and State, and that religious
of Australia, signed by the Rev. Joseph A. Harman, teaching and religious idealism is crucified and set
Clerk of Assembly, and reads as follows:. "Lwas in- at nought-the foundation stone which the experts
structed by the Assembly to convey to you the fol- refused.''
lowing resolution, 'That the Assembly of the Free
That is language after the heart of every CalvinPresbyterian Church request Dr. Bouma to make,·
ist. The problem is essentially the same in Ausas far as possible, THE CALVIN FORUM the official
tralia as in America, in South Africa as in Europe.
organ of Ecumenial Calvinism.' With greetings
We must stand shoulder to shoulder and fight the
from our Assembly." We herewith register our apgood fight, and build as we do it.
preciation to the Assembly of the Free Presbyterian
Church of Australia for this resolution. There is·
Let Calvinists of every continent unite in this
evidence of a genuine revival of interest in the Re- great task and in this spiritual fellowship!
JUNE-JULY, 194&
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The Free University
of Amsterdam Closed
T APPEARS now to be certain t4at the Calvinist University founded by Abraham Kuyper in
1880 has been forced to close under government
orders. We read in Netherlands News, published
by the Netherlands Information Bureau at New
York under date of May 11-25: "The permanent
closing of Catholic, Calvinist and other denominational universities was announced by the Departinent of Education in the Dutch press of April 13.
The announcement stressed that permission to reopen would not be granted and invited students of
the abolished universities to continue their studies
at State Universities." It appears that the closing
of these universities was occasioned by the refusal
of .students to sign a "declaration of obedience" to
· .the .occupation authorities. No less than 90 per cent
of the students refused to sign having been warned
by the Dutch government in London not to do so.
It is further reported that already 4,000 of these
students have been deported to Germany and are
being employed in certain 'important works.' Many
ofthe students have "disappeared" and are "underground." Meanwhile there is a growing hope that
the longed,...for invasion of Europe will soon take
place, By the time this issue comes to our readers
the first steps of such invasion may already have
been taken. The students-and we may be certain
the Calvinist students especially-are eager to do
their part for the liberation of their beloved country and its enslaved institutions.
:Queen Wilhelmina, who daily becomes dearer to
the· hearts of her people, has given them and the
world an inkling of some of the things that are to
· 1.·

come and of the things her people will soon have to
face. Said Her Majesty in an Easter broadcast to
her people: "With the dawn of liberty a reborn
motherland will be realized. First, a government
will be needed to rule with firm hand, careful, however, to avoid anything even distantly resembling
a dictatorship. For the maintenance of law and
order and, last but not least, for the protection of
those of good-will, martial law will first be necessary. Then quick judgment must be passed on
traitors and other criminals." Speaking of the diffi- ·
cult task of recovery and reconstruction, Her Majesty continued: "It will take considerable time before we can achieve the tasks we set ourselves. But
one thing is certain-as soon as our shackles are
broken and the hand of the torturer drops powerless and the disquiet, the tyranny and the injustice
have ceased, loving hands will be eager to try to
heal your: wounds, while understanding hearts· will
be ready to alleviate the sufferings you have undergone. Then peace will return to your minds and you
will be able. to develop all that is sacred within you."
Among these sacred inner things that can then
again be developed will also be the cultural and intellectual life of such an institution as the Calvinis.t
Free University of Amsterdam. Meanwhile may all
of Dutch blood, and especially the Calvinists among
them, who are not bleeding and crushed beneath
the heel of the tyrannical invader, be generous in
their contribution to the post-war rehabilitation
funds now raised throughout our country for the
alleviation of the suffering and the restoration of
the spiritual and physical well-being of our Dutch
brethren when the hour of their liberation shall
strike in God's time and in His favor!
c. B.

BLOT
The pale tot lay
On the cold street clay.
People bent their backs to see
And feed their curiosity.
Carriers with stretchers come
To take away the little one.
People see it all, and yet . ·..
Reluctantly disperse a bit.
A gesture from authority
Removes the curious, and see ...
The ambulance vacates the spot
And leaves the street with the red blood-blot.
The little red blot on the busy street
Soon. vanishes 'neath scuffling feet.
But the hit-run driver just can not
Get rid of that blot ... that little red blot.
-ALBERT PIERSMA
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The Story of the
W estltlinster Asseinbly
Thomas H. Spence,. Jr.
Curator Historical Foundatio.n
Presbyterian and Reformed Churches, Montreat, N. C.

NGLAND, in the first half of the Seventeenth
Cenh1:ry, produced the ~uthorized Version of
the. Bible and the Westmmster Standards. The
·
translation of the Scriptures was accomplished
in the reign of James I, that lover of monarchy and
foe of presbytery, while the Standards were formulated in those strangely stirring times which preceded .the execution of his son, Charles I. Thus, in
tpe providence of God, these two Christian classics
date from the discouraging days of the Stuarts-the
written Word in the beauty of the common tongue,
and the interpretation of that Word as set forth in
the Confession and Catechisms and applied in the
Form of Government and Directory for Worship.

E

An Assembly
.at Westminster
Three hundred years ago there assembled at Westminster a body of "learned, judicious, and godly
divines." Unlike many other ecclesiastical councils,
this convocation was not commissioned to frame
articles of faith and practice which would immediately become authoritative, but had been convened by Parliament for consultation and .advice, on
the basis of which the Lords and Commons proposed to enact a suitable constitution for a church
which was designed to be both official and inclusive.
Parliament's call for the gathering, issued on June
12, 1643, had stipulated that each of the members
was to receive four shillings per day for his services.
One hundred and fifty-one men were chosen to compose the assembly, one hundred and twenty-one
ministers, ten of the Lords, and twenty members
of the House of Commons, with a quorum fixed at
forty. King Charles, who had been able to frustrate
two earlier attempts to hold such a synod, responded, on June 22, with what he described as a
"gracious warning"-not so gracious, however, as
to preclude his forbidding attendance upon threat
of fine and imprisonment. The authority of Parliament, nevertheless, was recognized by the majority
of the prospective commissioners; for with the kingship moving into decline, an urge toward liberty was
stirrihg across the land.
On Saturday, July 1, a large congregation, including the members of the Parliament and invited commissioners, gathered in Westminster Abbey and
heard the appointed m o de rat or , Rev. William
Twisse, deliver the opening sermon from John 14: 18,
JUNE-JULY, 1943
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"I will not leave you comfortless: I will come unto
you." The sixty-nine clerical members of the Assembly who were present then met with their colleagues in the Chapel of Henry VII, though the ap...
proach of a London winter impelled withdrawal,
some weeks later, to the Jerusalem Chamber of the
Abbey, which boasted a fireplace of effective proportions.

Descent
of the Scots
Political and military developments of the summer of 1643 were to have a definite effect upon th~
business; for during that period the army of King
Charles showed disconcerting strength, and a hur:..
ried appeal was made to Scotland for aid against the
royalists. Making the most of the situation, the
Scots agreed to lend the desired assistance on condition that the members of the Assembly and<of
Parliament would subscribe to the Solemn Lea9u,e
and Covenant and that the Kirk might be permitted
to send representatives to sit in the Westminster
Assembly. There was scant time for haggling over
terms, since a decisive triumph for the royal forces
would mean, among many other things, that thence:.
forth there would be no Assembly. The co:rnrpissioners from the Church of Scotland moved to London; the Covenant was promptly signed, hut the
Scottish army did not cross the border at Berwick
until January 15, 1644. A treaty between the tw:o
countries, previously signed on November 29, provided that the cost of this expedition should be repaid by England at the close of the war, and prom,;.
ised an advance of £ 100,000 for outfitting the forces
of Scotland. Thus the course of the conflict was al:..
tered and the Presbyterianism of the Westminster
Standards insured.
S c o t 1 a n d , having furnished two incompetent
rulers for the sometime United, though then sadly
divided Kingdom, was permitted t.) make considerable amends through her contribution to the
personnel of the Assembly. These emissaries were
few in number, great in influence, and generally
worthy of that lasting remembrance which has been
accorded them. From the northern universities
. came Robert Baillie, principal of Glasgow; Alexan•
der Henderson, rector at Edinburgh; Samuel Ruth.:
erford, of the faculty of St. Andrews; along withthat
231

youthfully winsome Edinburgh pastor, George Gillespie. The fifth clerical representative does not appear to have been enrolled. Two of the lay commissioners, Lord Maitland and Sir Archibald Johnston were not soon forgotten above the Tweed, the
former as the latter infamous renegade who despoiled the Covenanters, and the latter as among
that number who laid down their lives during the
persecutions following the Restoration. Charles II
gave express evidence of desire for Johnston's execution, arid his erstwhile colleague, Maitland, exerted himself in securing compliance with that unworthy sovereign's will.

The Assembly
in Session
But to return to the days and doings of the Divines! Extensive sections of the manuscript minutes of the Assembly were published under the editorship of Drs. Alexander Mitchell and John Struthers in 1874. These records reveal, though in brief
form, much of what was done and how it was accomplished, and are dated according to the then
current custom in England, whereby the change of
year was effected, not on January 1st, but on the
25th of March. Thus Session No. 814 was held on
"March 24, 1846,'' while No. 815 is dated "March
25, 1647." To Robert Baillie we are indebted for an
·intimate and comprehensive account of ·certain of
the proceedings as set down in his Letters and J ournals, while Rev. John Lightfoot has left a somewhat
similar narrative.
Each member of the Assembly was bound by a
vow to "maintain nothing in point of doctrine" but
what was believed by him to be "most agreeable to
the Word of God, nor in point of discipline but what
may make most for God's glory and the peace and
·good of His Church." This solemn obligation, which
was frequently repeated, appears to have borne
rich fruit in the basic Scriptural viewpoint which is
manifest in the Confession and Catechisms, while
a careful desire to ground the system of government
in the teachings of the Bible is obvious to those who
are familiar with these canons.
Meetings were usually held from nine in the
morning until one or two p.m. with no sittings on
·Saturday or Sunday. The afternoons were devoted
to sessions of the three large committees into which
'the total membership was divided. The representatives from the House of Lords were, not surprisingly, assigned seats near the fire; while the Scots
were also grouped, but in a somewhat less comfortable portion of the. room. ·Full advantage appears
to have been taken of the absence of a:ny time limit
on debate, so that an ample hearing was accorded
all who desired to speak on a given subject: Several of the Scotch commissioners exercised their
full prerogative in these discussions, as is indicated
by an examination of the Minutes.
232

Though there was considerable debate on certain
theological points, such as the doctrine of Election,
those who actually attended the Assembly were
Calvinists, and the Standards bear recurring testimony of this fact. In regard to church government,
there was a sweeping desire to discard Episcopacy.
As a matter of fact, legislation toward this end had
already been initiated by Parliament. There was
no such unanimity, however, as to what should be
substituted. The advocates of Independency, who
stood for the autonomy of the local congregation,
though not numerous, exerted considerable power;
while the Erastians, favoring a thorough subordination of church to state, were in a decided minority,
but succeeded in leaving their imprint on the government of the church. The staunchness of the Presbyterians from Scotland proved ultimately decisive
in the outcome.
As might be expected, during the course of several years' sessions, various matters of an occasional
nature received the attention of the Assembly. The
members found time to assist the Lord Admiral in
securing chaplains for the fleet (March 7, 1644-1645
according to our reckoning); to apportion, in more
than· one instance, the funds provided for their sustenance ( Oct. 14, 1645, etc.); to deputize certain of
their number to attend the several public burnings
of a particularly objectionable book (July 25, 1645);
to approve Rouse's version of the Psalms (Nov. 14,
1645); and to expel one of their own members, Rev.
Daniel Featley, who had been adjudged guilty of
illegally revealing their proceedings to Archbishop
Ussher, now remembered for the chronology frequently inserted in the Authorized Version of the
Bible, but then suspiciously in the company of the
King at Oxford.

The Divines
at Worship
There was time for worship as well as work, and
it is not difficult to believe that the work has endured the longer because worship was not neglected.
Numerous sermons were preached to various bodies
by members of the Assembly during its sessions.
Some of these were delivered before the House of
Commons, at least one to "the right Honorable Lord
Ma.ior and court of aldermen,'' while in connection
with a fast held, after considerable discussion and
debate, on Christmas Day, 1644, Edmund Calamy
preached before the Lords. So popular were certain of these discourses in printed form that unscrupulous and unauthorized publishers were induced to issue them in "bootleg" fashion, which, in
turn, led Parliament to take careful measures to
prevent such unspiritual trading in spiritual things.
May 17, 1644, was observed as a day of fasting
arid prayer and is described by Baillie as "the sweetest I have seen in England." Writing to a cousin,
William Spang, he added, "God was so evidently in
all this exercise, that we expect certainly a blessing
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both in our matter of the Assembly and the whole
Kingdom." The service of worship continued for
eight hours on this particular occasion.

gests that its members were cognizant of welcoming back their own articles of faith and discipline,
though in somewhat modified form.

The Westminster
Standards

Conclusion

Although the Assembly, as already noted, had
been convoked in an advisory capacity and addressed Parliament by way of "humble advice,'' it
was allowed no small degree of freedom in itswork.
The first undertaking was, at the instance of Parliament, a revision of the Thirty-nine Articles~ After
having completed the Fifteenth Article in the
autum of 1643, it was directed to suspend this endeavor and not long thereafter was engaged in work
ona scheme for church government. Dr. B. B. Warfield has expressed the opinion that Parliament had
no serious intention of adopting the Thirty-nine
Articles in revised form, but simply prescribed this
activity until something of a more important nature
might be undertaken.
The ultimate result of the several years of work
of the Assembly was a three-fold creed: The Confession of Faith, written in narrative style, anci
adopted by Parliament in the summer of 1648; the
Larger Catechism, embracing the same general subject matter as the Confession and often employing
identical phraseology, but arranged in the form of
question and answer, which was adopted by the
Commons, July 24, 1648, but was never passed by
the Lords; and a somewhat more elementary Shorter
Catechism, which received Parliamentary sanction
by September 25, 1648.

The Form of Government, the subject of prolonged and dramatic debate in the Assembly, was
completed in 1644 but was not approved until four
years later (August 29, 1648). The Directory for
Worship, another element in the constitution of the
church as prepared by the Divines, had been submitted in 1644 and passed by Parliament on January
3-4 of the following year. By way of brief characterization, it may be said that the theology of the
Confession and Catechisms is Calvinistic; the articles
of government are Presbyterian; while the Directory
contemplates worshiP" of the free, as contrasted with
the strictly liturgical type.
The ecclesiastical government projected by the
Assembly was substantially an endorsement of that
already prevalent in Scotland, for Alexander Henderson and his fellow-countrymen did not attend
the meeting merely as spectators. In England, on
the other hand, it was necessary to introduce Presbyterianism de nova, as is illustrated by the publication of such legislative manuals as The way of
the Presbyterian government as it is established by
both Houses of Parliament (London, 1647). The
manner in which the Scots General Assembly embraced the standards prepared at Westminster sugJUNE-JULY, 1943
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It should be recorded that the Westminster Assembly, as constituted at the beginning of 1649, dJ:d
not concur in the execution of King Charles, but,
according to the historian Neal, condemned that
drastic act, advocating his release in the face of an
appeal from the Army for support, or at least acqui-·
escence, in the prosecution. On January 18, a corisiderable group of Presbyterian ministers from London and the vicinity, among whom were a number
of members of the Assembly, presented to the military authorities a formal and v i go r o u s protest
against violence toward the Sovereign's person.
After this proved ineffectual and the King had been
beheaded on January 30, a paper disclaiming responsibility for his death was drawn up and signed by
fifty-nine London clergymen, including certain of
the Divines.

The Assembly did not formally adjourn. The
body, according to the minutes of ·octobe:r; 15, 1647,
had, on the motion of Samuel Rutherford, expressed
its appreciation of the services of the "honourable,
reverend, and learned commissioners from the
Church of Scotland." Many other members departed for their homes after the primary work o~
the gathering had been accomplished in the autumn
of 1648. The last of the 1,163 numbered sessions
was held on February 22, 1649. After this date a
number of members were formed into a committee
for the examination of ministers, a function previously exercised by the Assembly .. This activity
was definitely ended by Cromwell's abrupt ejection
of the Long Parliament, though it actually appears
to have ceased even earlier.
The influence of the Westminster Assembly, however, has persisted these three hundred years, and
the Divines will be held in esteem so long as their
spiritual heirs retain the determining conviction
that "man's chief end is to glorify God and to enjoy
Him forever."

The present issue consists of 32 instead of 24 pages.
It is an enlarged number in view of the combination

of two summer issues into one. This is the JuneJuly issue appearing about the last week of June.
The next issue will be for the months of August
and September and will also be eight pages larger
than usual. It is scheduled to appear about the
·third week of August. Apart from these two
combinations during the summer season, THE
CALVIN FORUM will continue to appear every month
as heretofore.
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Klaus HarITtsen on RealislTl
Bastian Kruithof
Holland, Michigan

K

AREN was born several months ago on a day
when a late snow had hung white colars ort
the crocuses. The snow and the crocuses are
gone, but the magnolias are holding their
flaming torches high over the lawns. It is ·the month ·
of May, the robins are bursting with song, and Karen
is one-sixth of a year old.
Jootje has a sister.
To make the last two months more trying Jootje
also had a cold and snored like his grandfather. Although he is only three and a half years of age, he
is getting farther and farther away from his origins
which according to Wordsworth's "Ode" he left as
"a trailing cloud of glory." As all snoring but my
own keeps me awake, Jootje did "murder sleep" for
his father. With J ootje's obligatos and Karen's early
feedings, I could sympathize with Macbeth's longing for.
"Sleep that knits up the ravelled sleeve of care."
It took me hours of deliberation whether or not
I should use the word "born" in regard to Karen's
arrival. The word is rather suggestive, especially
to those sensitive souls who are always trying to put
overalls on Greek statuary. Perhaps I should have
said, "A little angel came to bless the manse." But
this attempt to unsex humanity is a crime against
poetic realism and a sin against the Creator who
did not wish babies to leap from budding flowers.
What I have said and what I am going to say is
a defense .of the seriousness of humor and a defense
of that poetic realism just mentioned. Klaus has
discovered some admirers, or perhaps they have discovered him. These await expectantly the description of life in and about the manse. Their pleas for
more of the same thing make Klaus's fingers nimble
at the typewriter. But there have been a few irate
critics, one of whom even speaks of "barnyard
humor." This last phrase may be a serious reflec;tion on farmers, chanticleer, and the ox gazing
mutely over the bars of his pen. Surely there may
be a finer humor, a cleaner humor in the barnyard
than in the conversation of some saints on a fishing
party with no ladies present.

*

*

*

As Klaus has written extensively elsewhere on
the subject of "Humor and Seriousness," he will not
repeat all that here. However, he considers it worth
repeating that for him humor is serious, and that
only the serious person can laugh. The rest merely
giggle or frown. Moreover, the secret of humor is
controlled exaggeration with emphasis on the con234

trol. It is possible to err beyond the limits of control. Even Mark Twain, that peer among humorists, slipped at least once and regretted it with pain.
But only he who never attempts anything is free
from. slipping.
Klaus is also convinced that the seriousness of
humor makes it possible to say in one sentence or
one paragraph what it often takes a ponderous article to accomplish. Writers may well bear this in
mind when they make their readers go stoopshouldered with the weighty burden of their logic.
I pass on to the seriousness of poetic realism, a
phrase for which I assume all responsibility. Even
here the seriousness is invaded by rivulets from the
springs of humor. For as I write I can hear Jootje
outside with all his motors sounding from his lips
as he carts sand and perhaps seeds from my ,carefully planned garden. I too could become irate because of his vandalism, but God forbid that I should
descend with scathing and scattering wrath on his
universe of imagination. The little besmeared angel
in corduroys does not know how funny he is. He
did not know it the other day when our newspaper
was missing :because he had delivered "milk" to
the chapel. I do not understand the miracle of
changing newspapers into milk, nor can I explain·
the use chapels can make of this food, but by all
the laws of the milk of human kindness, I laughed
heartily when on the next day I found the paper in
the mud. In his serious universe Jootje must have
had delivery trouble.
By poetic realism I mean a serious and (or)
humorous, and always sincere description and interpretation of life.
That excludes vulgarity and all attempts at smut
for smut's sake. The dirty joke is to be abhorred.
Magazines and novels which drag in sex to stimulate
the depravities of man at his worst are to be censured. But distinctions can and must be made.
We admit and regret that many novels today are
successful because immorality is frankly exhibited.
Writers and publishers along with Hollywood know
the public taste. But all the widely read books are
not like that. Surely The Robe and The Song of
Bernadette, both religious novels, are clean and
wholesome.
There are some books which are in great part
wholesome but in a few places "shady." Perhaps
these questionable parts could have been left out;
perhaps not. I am sure that a few sections of Anthony Adverse and of Gone With the Wind could
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have been omitted without at all injuring their
merit. Filth for filth's sake has no merit. Yet I do
not think that all references to the darker side of
man should be avoided. Art deals with life in its
sordidness and squalor as well as in its ideals. It
is the purpose and the duty of the artist to present
life as to its highs and lows. However, he must avoid
stressing one at the expense of the other.
But does sex, that beautiful gift of God to man,
belong only to the sordid and the low? Is sex something that may be felt and perhaps whispered about
but not talked about in earnest? This is where some
Christians have taken an extreme stand. Theirs is
the position of ultra-Puritanism. They condemn all
books that have references to sex, refuse to salvage
the other fine material, and throw the baby away
with the bath water. These are like the proverbial
monkeys which represent "See not, hear not, speak
not." But, after all, these latter are monkeys, not
men.

*

*

*

I sometimes wonder if the ultra-Puritans are not
trying to be purer and more pious than the Bible
itself. The Bible is full of realism and of poetic
realism. It pictur;es the grossest immoralities for
the eyes of young and old to see. I know what the
immediate reply to this often is. The Word of God
shows us these things in order to drive home the
judgment of God upon these sins. And that is correct in many instances. But there are other instances of sex in which there is no condemnation
and no judgment. There is the record of God's
heroes propagating the human race. There is Ruth's
experience with .Boaz. There is that great love poem,
"The Song of Songs,'' in which passion and the most
detailed descriptions of the human body are given.
Maintaining that all these things are to be spiritualized does not take away the facts. There still remains the question: Why should .a Holy God use
such realistic figures of speech to reveal spiritual
truth? Let's be honest. I think it is because the Creator is not nearly so shocked about sex as the creature often is.
Poetic realism is serious and at times humorous
and therefore serious. It deals not only with what
is presented but also with the why of presentation.
What is the author's motive in his story? If he is
trying to be filthy, his standards are low. However,
if he is trying to be honest, sincere, truthful in portraying life, his standards are high.
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No novel can rise to the heights of the Infallible
Word. Yet, there is much to say for the genuine
novel. It seeks to present life realistically or ideally
or both. Such a book does not sweep all the dirt of
a room into one corner, place a magnifying glass
on the pile, and call it the whole room. On the contrary, it tries to see the wholeness of life. In its
presentation of evil it may also point to a high moral
although that moral will not shout at you as it might
in verses or dialogues .at some church social when
the new minister arrives. Art prefers to reveal
through artistic concealment.
Some "Christian" stories would be less spineless
if they presented real life, and if their characters
were human beings and not puppets pulled by traditional strings. Then, too, their situations would not
be the wooden things they are. An appreciation of
the high standards of literature and the high standards of religion and morals would result in fewer
books but greater ones. In realism a;nd idealism, or
poetic realism, the Bible is our best standard.
Klaus is an incurable romantic who favors the
realism of romanticism and the romanticism of realism. He rejoices in the reading of Lord Dunsany's
A Dreamer's Tales and of Marjorie Kinnan Rawling's The Yearling, that idyllic yet real description
of a boy's life. He likes to turn again to the reading
of Ramona, that delightfully purging story of California. But he also hears the sermonic message of
Tobacco Road and The Grapes of Wrath which ring
with the social and economic evils in a country that
has not yet applied the four or more freedoms to all
of its citizens. Such reading is not always pleasant,
but neither is a physician's needed diagnosis.
In the light of all this how silly it is of people to·
think that it is silly to read novels. On the contrary,
such reading is a must because it is both informative and formative.

*

*

*

Here is Jootje coming home according to form. He
has rung the doorbell and dashed upstairs to my
study. He is full of words and full of mud. Madel,
our dachshund, looks immaculate next to him.
"Blessings on thee, little man." I hope you continue
to be a human being, one of God's own. I hope also
that your sister, Karen, will grow up to be lovely,
hghteous, and true. But if she ever becomes prudish like a Victorian born too late and calls a leg a
limb, I shall say to her sternly:
Not even a lady cares to be
"A poem lovely as a tree."
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The Christian
, and Organized Labor
Clarence Boomsma
Calvin Seminary Student

HE problem we must face is that of the relation of unionism to· Christianity. Putting
it concretely, what judgment do the princi.
ples of Christianity pass upon the A.F.L.
and the C.I.0.? There can be no doubt that the
Christian must approve of much that these unions
have actually done and are doing. We acknowledge
the necessity of working days of such length that
the physical well-being of the worker is not im'paired. We have the God-given duty to use our
bodies and the bodies o:f our fellow-men properly.
Thus when the unions have succeeded in reducing
hours of labor from 12 and 16 to 8 we heartily
approve. The union demands for increased wages
have generally been entirely in order. "The laborer
is worthy of his hire." The emphasis on healthful
working conditions, and many efforts to improve
the condition of labor must be lauded by the Christian .. American unions have done much good, and
in much of their programs they receive Christian
sanction.

In Conflict With
Christi.an Principles
However, there is much of modern unionism to
which the Christian cannot subscribe and which is
un-Christian in character. To examine the principles and underlying philosophy of life that characterizes these organizations is our first task. Then
we must state immediately and without fear of contradiction that there is nothing positively Christian
about the whole movement. Labor leaders generally are notoriously tough, ~rofane, and without religion. The constitutions and public utterances are,
eloquently silent of anything Christian, except for·
an occasional propaganda insertion. There is no
recognition of God. Unionism begins with the rights
of man, but does not find these rights in God's creation of man. The whole interest is in man and
nature. "His responsibility and accountability to
God is nowhere even hinted at." (*) This ignoring
of God results in a practica1 atheism and must of
necessity have serious consequences in -the views
and standards of the organization. Man and his
rights are the central thing. The philosophy is
humanistic. "Man is the measure of all things." We
will observe this more particularly below.

*
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Unionism and Unions., p. 23.

Secondly, it must be pointed out that the approach
of unions is contrary to Christian principles. As the
A.F.L. constitution begins in its preamble, so t~
whole underlying attitude towards labor problem~
is that of class struggle, a struggle between capita1
and labor, management and worker, oppressor and.
oppressed, employer and employee. Unions ar~
dreadfully suspicious of employers and view thenh
all as potential opponents. Of course, a realistic
comprehension of labor history and present-day relations compel one to admit that a cleavage often
exists and is frequently caused by employers. Actually there have been class distinctions and an oppression of the lower by the higher. It has been
necessary for unions to protect the i n d iv i d u a 1
worker from the tyranny of the class-conscious
employer. But unionism is anti-Christian when it
seeks to foster this .struggle. According to Christian
principles, mankind is an organism though containing differences. The e m p 1 o y e r has a legitimate
place in society. He has rights which the union must
respect. And those rights are not to be determined
by the caprice of the democratic union. Christian
principles demand cooperation-not opposition, the
creational brotherhood of men-not class struggle
and distinction. Unions exclude the employer from
their association. They will meet him in conciliation
and arbitration, but not in a unity for mutual benefit. "Unionism does speak of duties and rights, but
of the first in connection with the employers only,
while the rights seem to be on the side of the laborers only." (t) In all the union literature which I
have canvassed I found nothing from the union's
point of view to seek the interest of the employer.
The fundamental view of class struggle harmonizes
with Marxian axioms, but not with Christianity.
The Scriptures insist on the recognition of differences in society and the obligations of the different
elements over against one another.

Disregard for
God and His Word
Thirdly, the complete., disregard for God's Word ·
inthe"principles and practices of modern unionism
must be severely condemned. The Bible is completely ignored. It is not the basis for sound principles of aim and action. The autonomy of man is
unqualifiedly maintained over against the theonomy
'f Unionism and Unions, p. 25.
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of Scripture. The above quotation on page 4, first
paragraph, clearly shows that whatever the majority of union members want is the aim .and purpose
of the union. There is no room for the objective
standard of God's Word. "As man's reason considers
the relations, rights, and duties of life, so they are."
Christianity opposes the belief that the majority
are necessarily right. There are divine ordinances
and laws which no body of men, nor all men may
disregard. That the Bible is of no consequent to
unionism is clearly shown in their refusal to acknowledge the conscientious objector who pleads his case
upon the Scriptures. To launch a criticism against
any principle or practice of the union on the basis
of God's Word is nonsense-the Word means nothing. We have seen that the initiatory obligations of
the A.F.L. bind the members to the union with no
opportunity to withdraw, irrespective of what the
union may do, even though that action be contrary
to Scripture. Loyalty to the union supersedes any
other loyalty, even that which the Christian has to
God. The union is before the church, and what he
believes to be his duty before God. To illustrate,
the Scriptures exhort us: "So then as we have opportunity, let us work that which is good toward all
men, and especially toward them who are of the
household of faith" (Gal. 6: 10) but to this the Union
adds, yes, if they are union members. The union
insists that a member's obligation to a fellow-member precedes the Apostle's injunction "especially
toward those who are of the household of faith." In
actual practice often Christians worship together
011 Sundays, but during the week are enemies be.cause of their union relationships. The brotherhood
of the union supersedes the brotherhood of Christ.

Unchristian Methods
and Practices

We raise the same charge in connection with the
methods employed to gain the aims and purposes of
the unions, which in themselves may be legitimate
and even praiseworthy. Strikes often involve violence. In its more pronounced condition, the methods are definitely gangster in character. Non-union
carpenters may find the house they are building in
ruins some morning. Painters, who are not unionists, will find the paint job ruined. Truckers who
have not joined up will be run off the road with
the resulting damage to the truck and possible injury to the driver. Strike-breakers may actually be
killed or seriously wounded. Respect for private
property means nothing to the union if to violate
the principle will achieve a union end. This was' so. ·1·.
clearly shown in the sit-down strikes of 1937. This
Christianity condemns. Private citizens never have I
the right to take the law into their own hands and\
punish violators of their interests and purposes,
neither have private organizations this right. The
proper methods are moral. persuasion, appealing to
the government and legal authorities for support.
The ruthlessness of unionism is not in harmony with
the command of God to "love our neighbor." The
principle of action is not the mutual welfare of all,
but the dog-eat-dog attitude. The philosophy is not
the unity of the human race and consequent obligation to respect, love, and help one another according
to the inspired Word, but the doctrine of the struggle
for existence, coupled with the belief in survival for
the fittest.
This leads to a serious criticism suggested above,
namely, the frequent disregard unions have for law
and legally instituted authorities of government.
The disregard for God and His Revelation, in Despite the government's former negligence. and
fact, the positively approved violation of the Word definite bias, the Christian insists that we are duty,..
is clearly seen in union practice. In the first place, bound to obey. No matter how worthy the ends,
union leaders are often corrupt and underhanded unions may not violate the prerogative of govern.:.
in their methods. To steal, lie, and cheat is not be- ment in the application of means. The sit-down
yond them, in fact, is part of the game. Generally, strikers refusal to heed the commands of the gov•
radical men of unprincipled character are the mov- ernment is a serious charge. Though today most
ing spirit of unions. In Chicago, for example, the leaders disapprove the sit-down strike, if the occabuilding and trade unions are known to be con- sion presented itself we might well expect it to
trolled by gangsterdom. They gain their control of happen again.
the union by clever manipulation and maintain their
Finally, it is necessary to point out a particular
position by methods of deceit and falsification. Just disregard of the Scriptures in regard to the Sabbath.·
to illustrate, union election of officers are often Though unions favor one or two days free per week,
maneuvered by so publicizing the meeting that only they do not regard the Sabbath above other days
a· select group of voting members appear. Strikes except to ask for double pay for work on the day.
are often called by a handful of rabid unionists and They desecrate the Sunday by their regulations and
the rest of the members have nothing to do but practices: meetings are generally held on Sunday,
follow suit. Any acquaintance with contemporary, excursions, picnics, etc.
unionism will force any Christian to admit that the l
organization of unions are notoriously corrupt. This So What?
is so obvious from the reading of such a pro-C.I.O.
Thus we have seen clearly, I think, that there is
book as Levinson's Labor on the March. All Chris- much in both the principles and action of unionism
tian principles of morality are abandoned when the that is contrary to Christianity. The question now
occasion arises and the principle of expediency and arises, and what attitude must the Bible-believing
personal gain then goes into effect.
Christian assume towards these trade organizations?
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It would seem at first thought that the child of God
must condemn unions outright and refuse any associations with them in the light of the above criticism.
The problem is not so easily dismissed. Remember
unions as such are not anti-Christian and modern
society has a definite need for them. Moreover,
since unionism has the grip on American life as it
has, it is often a difficult matter for a Christian to
keep his position and yet avoid membership in the
union. Not to be a member may be economically
difficult and physically dangerous. Again, there are
undoubtedly many Christians in unions who insist
that though the union does un-Christian things, etc.,
they need not cooperate in those matters and have
no responsibility in the matter, at least no more
than we all share in the mistakes and sins of our
government.

The Christian
Antithesis
Ere we can consider the relation of the Christian
to modern unions we must consider briefly the
Christian's relation to the world in which he lives.
In how far may we cooperate with the world? We
are in the world but not of the world. Though our
citizenship is in heaven we are placed in this world
and a duty and relation to it naturally follows.
Fundamentally this world is Godis, thus we may
and must invade every sphere of it for Christ. A
very prominent and essential sphere in which all
men must move is the sphere of labor. Because of
sin and God's plan of salvation, an antithesis has
arisen on the face of the earth: the antithesis between the children of God and the children of the
Prince of Darkness. This antithesis must of necessity reflect itself in our relations with one another.
The antithesis separates the Christian from the nonChristiart. But the antithesis lies not in that certain spheres of the world are given over to Satan
and his crowd and a few spheres are exclusively
for the Christian. Both enter all spheres-the antithesis arises within the spheres. The Christian can
be a mechanic, a carpenter, a mason, etc., and work
with an unbeliever in these tasks. Scripture clearly
teaches this, when for instance, slaves who are converted are urged and commanded to obey their masters irrespective of the religion of the man. Only
if it came to a moral choice were they to obey God
rather than men. And because the Christian can
and may work with the unbeliever, he may also cooperate with him to some extent. The believer must
view the unbeliever as an image-bearer of God,
whom he must love despite the wickedness of the
laborer. If we are to love our neighbor and that
with no regard to his religion, it follows that we
have the duty to cooperate with the unbeliever to
the extent that the cooperation will be of benefit
to the well-being of the laborer. For example, he
can cooperate with his unbelieving partner in the
factory in requesting better sanitary conditions, if
the health of the unbeliever is endangered by pres238

ent conditions. To be more general, we recognize
the right of the Christian to cooperate with the
world in various spheres. The Christian citizen may
vote with many wicked, godless men for the Republican party, though the party is not distinctively
Christian. He may cooperate in promoting civic improvement. He may and in some instances must cooperate with the world in the achievement of worthy
ends if the means employed are not subject to Christian disapproval. It must be noted, however, that in
every instance, he continues to function and work
and cooperate as a Christian. Such cooperation may
never demand of the saint that he violate his relation to God and the Word. The Christian's relation
to God is always first. Here is where the antithesis
arises. The Christian's first loyalty is God and the
dictates of the Word are his standard and guide. It
is this very Word which is the basis of his cooperation with the world as we have seen above. The
unbeliever, on the other hand, insists on human
autonomy, the supremacy of reason, and the finality
of majority vote. Now so long as the ends and methods of each do not conflict with each other, cooperation is possible and the antithesis will not be obviously operating. It must be admitted here that
because of sin and imperfection there will be ob:..
jectional features to any cooperation. Such imperfections will be present even in purely Christian
ventures. Insofar, a relativity will always exist in
determining in a particular instance whether cooperation is possible. Sometimes a Christian may
remain in a cooperative plan because he is able to
exert considerable influence although there is quite
some evil. As in all moral questions, we must simply recognize that God has given us Christian consciences and reasoning power and the power of
choice in these matters. With a heart motivated by
love for Christ and a mind saturated with Holy
Writ and a developed conscience we must make our
choice. Generally speaking, this relativity looms
larger on paper than in actual practice.

Membership and
Responsibility
l

But the matter of unions is not a matter of co~'
operation primarily but organization. Can th
Christian organize with a worldly organization ·i
Organization always involves a relation of interJ\,
dependence. Individuality is translated into cooperation. The corporation receives rights and responsibilities which do not obtain to each member
individually, but which do obtain to him as mem- 1
ber of the corporation. To be a Rep u b 1 i can orl
Democrat shows that you are cooperating with\
worldly men and women, but you are not in an organization which gives you special rights and in-\
volves upon you particular responsibilities.
Unions are organizations. As a member of the
union special benefits accrue because of the rights
of the corporation, but so too corporate guilt at.;.
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· taches to each member. Can a Christian join a
union? The answer depends upon the organization.
He may do so if his membership in the union will
not violate his loyalty to God and the Bible. That
is, if he as a union member, is also a Christian. Joining an organization signifies sympathy and agreement with the principles, aims, and purposes of the
organization. Here, however, we must be careful in
applying this to all members of unions. Many have
joined because they generally sympathize with the
principle of unionism and their place in life economically requires it, that is, it is necessary to the
job. Again, the possibility must be left open, that
though a certain individual disagrees with much in
a certain union, yet he joins it because of social
pressure and now in his capacity as union member
protests against the false principles and evil practices of that union. Without applying unionism to
actual unions for the present, it must be granted
that a man may deem if possible for him to be a
member of the union and thus advance the Kingdom of God by his witness within the fold. But this
is rather the exception, generally our association
indicates approval or at least a willingness to accept
the situation. This of course is not becoming a Christian at all, if the organization is not Christian. Expediency is also a dangerous reason upon which to
justify one's association with a questionable organization.
The fact is that modern unions generally are
clearly un-Christian and in many instances antiChristian. That we have seen above. That which
is dearest to the life o.f a believer is his God and
the Revealed Scriptures. But. unionism disregards
God and violates the Bible. If that be true, and I
believe that has been demonstrated generally, then
it is incongruous for a Christian to join the presentday unions, because he thereby assumes the corporate stand and responsibility which do not harmonize with his first loyalty, namely, to God through
Christ. Note, however, that I have emphasized
gefi~rally. Because of the loose connection of locals
(:i:>1::trticularly the C.I.0.) and the variety within
both the A.F.L. and C.I.O. both as to principles and
practices we must not make the stand absolute, although it may approach very close to such a condition. Suppose, however, that a certain local in a
fine community had a good record and there was
no opportunity for me to join a Christian organization and I felt I could be of influence within the
organization. Under those circumstances I might
well join, despite the fact that this local was loosely
connected with the A.F.L. or C.I.0. which I would
condemn. We must be realistic enough to recognize that we live in an imperfect world and God
knows we live in it. We must leave sufficient room
for Christian liberty so that in such circumstances
if a believer is convinced he can serve the Kingdom
and perhaps advance it, and he makes that judgment
with a sanctified reason, a properly motivated heart,
and an illuminated mind through the Word, we may
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not judge him. I would also want to insist on, keeping the element of relativity present because the
future of unionism is not knowD The government
is gradually taking a greater interest in labor problems and unions. In due time, it is possible that
legislation may so restrict the activity o( unions
that many of today's evils will be abolished and the
whole movement may approach more the position
of an "indifferent" thing as far as moral issues are
involved.

A Union With
Christian Principles
However, generally a Christian has no place in .
modern unions. Does this place us before a dilemma? On the one hand, as Christians we recognize
the place of unionism in society. It has a real task
to perform. But on the other hand, we insist the
Christian ought not to be a member. The solution
to the dilemma is the Christian Labor Association.
Christians can unite and form a union with Christian principles. Here the antithesis will be clearly
demonstrated within the sphere. Then the believer
need not attempt to be a Christian while at the
same time disintegrating his person by also being a
non-Christian unionist. As a member of the C.L.A.
he can be a Christian Unionist.
If it be objected that this is an escape, it can be
answered that the C.L.A. is willing to cooperate
with other unions on matters in which Christian
principles are not violated. This cooperation is possible on the basis developed above for individual
cooperation.
Thus the duty rests with Christians wherever pos:...
sible to unite and form local C.L.A. units. Suppose,
however, that a Christian is in an isolated community as far as Christians are concerned and the
possibility of a local C.L.A. does not exist, what
then? Again, I believe, that depends upon the local
unions in the community. If, for instance, you are
a painter in Chicago and you are faced with the
question whether you should join the corrupt union
there, I would say, by all means no. (I assume my
information as to the evil of that union is correct.)
In other instances, I think it .would be possible to
join. It is impossible to lay down a blanket decision.
In each case, I would urge the Christian to make it
a matter of prayer, to permit his conscience to speak
on the matter, and urge him to make sure his conscience is trained by an intense love for God and
a deep regard and interest in the Scriptures. And
as stated before, our circumstances do affect the
situation. Christian morality among the newly converted "Black Diamonds" does not make the same
demands with the same force as to us. So, too, being
in an isolated community with no C.L.A. to join and
the issue of the existing union not clear cut may
well make it possible for a Christian tu join. Again,
there undoubtedly are times when t}ie case is clear.
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The local union is anti-Christian. In that case I
would urge the child of God to forsake the fleshpots
of Egypt, find another job, or, if possible, locate
himself more advantageously.
Leaders in the church should point out the dangers of unionism, stress the positive aspect of Chris-

tianity and labor, and pray that the conscience of
the people will respond in the right way and motivate them to godly living, no matter what the cost.
Much of the modern compromising displays a clear
lack of faith in God's ability to provide should our
stand cost us our job.

Pyralllidology, Anti-Selllitislll,
and British-IsraelisITL
R.R. Van Heukelom
U. S. Army Chaplain

N ADDITION to the central idea that the Anglo-

1

Saxons are the direct descendants of the socalled Lost Ten Tribes of Israel, British-Israelism teaches a number of closely related ideas.
As to the points that the English throne is actually
the throne of David and that the royal house are
lineal descendants of David it need merely be said
that the only evidence is that of Irish folk-lore, and.
Parker remarks that "every old Irishman is an 'l;lncient mariner' who will not let a listener go, wedding or no wedding, until he has heard a tale." It
is a delightful story, too. Jeremiah, Baruch, and the
elder princess of the royal house of David are said
to have migrated from Egypt to Ireland by way of
Spain. In Ireland the princess was married to a
local prince, Erenion, thus founding a line of kings
from whom the present royal house is descended.
The story is even "nicer" than that of the black
"Lion of Judah," and would certainly make a fine
plot for a Saturday evening's entertainment. It
hardly serves, however, to establish the claim that
the present royal house of England is the heir to
the promises made to the house of David.
Related to the above is the assertion that the Stone
of Scone was the ancient stone pillow of Jacob
brought by Jeremiah when he accompanied the descendants of the royal house from Palestine to Egypt
and then on to Ireland. From Ireland it was carried
to Scotland by Fergus, son of Eric, and finally it
was taken to England where the Coronation chair
now rests on the stone at Westminster. Geologists,
however, are certain that the stone did not come
from Palestine but that it is Scottish, most likely
coming from the island of Iona. Tradition supports
this supposition for it traces the origin back to this
island, and has nothing at·an to indicate an origin
outside of Scotland.

The Great Pyrqmid
An interesting item remains to be considered.
The Great Pyramid of Egypt is assumed to be a
prophecy in stone. Parker tells us that "the theory
was invented by John Taylor of London in 1859,
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was elaborated by Professor Piazzi Smith, a Scottish astronomer (1819-1900), was long held and
then repudiated by Jehovah's Witnesses, and is now
kept alive by British-Israelites alone." This pyramid is a marvelous piece of work, the largest of
them all, very soundly constructed on even sounder
principles. It is stated that when the passage way
was forced open the stones would often break while
the mortar held fast. The stones were beveled on a
scale of eight inches to the mile, which is the exact
curvature of the surface of the earth. Since the
pyramid is not built on a plane but according to this
curvature, it has been unmoved with the moving
years. Rev. J. Wild preached a series of sermons
on the subject in Union Congregational Church,
Brooklyn, New York, and published them in 1879.
No doubt the learned gentleman had large and interested audiences. The only difficulty is that time
has proved most of the assertions erroneous. Brad-:
ford has a chapter on it in Are the Anglo-Saxons
Israelites? and most of the other writers fit in into
their scheme so that it appears to have more significance to British-Israelism than we are able to
give it. It seems to be merely a coincidence that the
Pyramid plays such a role in their theory. Of course
men given to one fancy are apt to incorporate another, but a reasonable connection is hard to find.
It is difficult to present precisely what the pyramid is supposed to foretell, because the whole thing
is rather complex and a diagram is needed to make
its structure clear. But by the use of an inch onefourth the thickness of a hair longer than our present inch all history can be figured out by the measurement of various passages and rooms in the pyramid. This measurement is supposed to be strictly
scientific because it is one five hundred-millionth
of the polar diameter of the earth. The polar diameter of the earth, its weight, density and distance
from the sun can be discovered from it. The capstone was never placed. It was the stone which the
builders rejected because it was 286.1022 inches
larger than the area to receive it, and the place at
which the Crucifixion is indicated the ceiling rises
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abruptly by exactly the same number of inches, even
to the ten-thousandths. The pyramid stands foursquare in the world as no other work of man does,
facing all four directions with an accuracy that is
astonishing.
There are many other remarkable and interesting details related ahout this pyramid., But a sane
investigation reveals that the pyramid, like the old
Sphinx, reveals and tells nothing. Everything is
dependent on exact measurements which no one
can take because of the irregularities of the passages. One can make anything fit simply by measuring one side or the other. What weighs heavily
against the view is that every truth the pyramid has
revealed was already known as history. Mr. Davidson's prophecy of Great Britain's entering the first
World War was published after the War had begun.
Only one year before the war it was asserted that
two years later, 1915, the actual end was to come
both of the Papacy and of all Christendom and the
Lord Jesus would establish his glorious Kingdom of
Peace and blessing. But the Papacy and Christendom are still with us and the Kingdom of Peace is
not yet. Even the overthrow of the Gentile powers
by Anglo-Israel was not accomplished in 1915, but
in 1918, and then temporarily'. In 1910 Mr. Davidson published an outline of the complete Chronology to 2001 A.D., but failed to date ~ritain's en~?
into the World War until 1921. Flinders Petrie s
father was. a friend of Piazzi Smyth, one of the early
adherents of the idea, and was himself quite interested in it. F. Petrie actually went to Egypt with
the hope of confirming the theory. Much painstaking work brought him to "The ugly little fact which
killed the beautiful theory." The whole thing is a
matter of pure fancy without any basis in ordinary
judgment or fact.

Principles Involved
We have ,considered but a few of the salient points
of British . . Israelism. A few remarks as to the principles that are involved may be in order. The first is
that there is no evidence that the Ten Tribes were
ever lost, unless that evidence is to be found in
prophecy. That is where British-Israelism finds it.
It agrees with us that the Covenant made through
the mediation of Moses was conditional. But they insist that the Covenant with Abraham was unconditional. There is no doubt that it contained an unconditional element. And even were the whole of
the Covenant unconditional, it is possible to show
from the actual and sober history recorded in the
Scriptures that the Covenant with Abraham has
been fulfilled even to the literal possession of the
land under David and Solomon. Prophetic, promises made later are no more unconditional than is
the Mosaic Covenant. Those conditions may not
always be explicitly stated but they are always implied. Jeremiah settled that point for us, as had an
ear lier spokesman for the Lord long before him.
(Jer. 18: 6-10; I Sam. 2: 30). Consequently prophecy
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cannot prove that the Ten Tribes must still exist as
a political entity. Even were we to accept the interpretations of British-Israelism, which we cannot do,
we would still say that Israel has forfeited its claims
to those promises and can become an heir of grace
only by believing on the Lord Jesus Christ.
The second principle that is to be remembered is
that the True Israel in this dispensation are those
who have cast themselves in utter selfabandonment
on the Savior. The proof for this contention can
hardly be presented here, but it certainly has not
been a position held by the Reformed Churches
without such proof being clearly present in the
Word of God. A previous investigation of "The Premillennial D i s t i n c t i o n between Israel and the
Church" convinced this writer that no such distinction exists. The only Israel for which we are to seek
as the heir of all the promises that are applicable
to the new situation is the Church, which Church
took a new and reorganized form at the Incarnation of our Lord.
Definite principles of great spiritual importance
are at stake. Nothing beyond the wildest type of
conjecture is presented by way of proof for the
theory. Every bit of scientific information that is
available is directly contrary to the whole scheme.
Certainly one would want to give care f u 1 and·
prayerful consideration to the system before he
could permit the rich treasures of grace to which
believers are heir to be set aside by the imaginations of men.
The conclusions of the Jewish Encyclopedia are
to the point and worth quoting. "All together by
the application of guesswork about historical origins
and philological analogies and by a slavishly literal
interpretation of selected passages of prophecy, a
case was made out for the identity of the British
race with the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel sufficient to
satisfy uncritical persons desirous of finding their
pride of race confirmed by Holy Scripture. The
whole theory rests on the identification of the word
'isles' in the English version of the Bible, unjustified by modern philology which identifies the original word with 'coasts' or 'distant lands' without
any implication of their being surrounded by the
sea. Modern ethnography does not confirm in any
way the identity of the Irish with a Semitic people;
while the English can be traced back to the Scandi,..
navians of whom there is no trace in Mesopotamia
at any period of history. English is a branch of the
Aryan stock of languages, and has no connection
with Hebrew. The whole movement is chiefly interesting as a reductio ad absurdum of too literal an
interpretation of the prophecies."

Dangers Involved
One would be inclined to pass the whole thing by
with a smile and a shrug of the shoulders were it
not for certain definite dangers that are inherent
in the whole theory of British-Israelism. Of these
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we mention but six. The first is its power to create
war hysteria. All the prophecies relative to Israel's
military greatness are utilized to stir up the martial
spirit. Since we are in this war for just and legiti:inate reasons, it is not at present such an evil, but
the war spirit will remain regardless of the future
condition of the world. Israel, with the throne of
David in its midst, is destined by God to rule the
world and the sword is her instrument for the subduing of the Gentiles. This spirit is altogether alien
to that of the great Head and King of the Church
and should not be tolerated for a moment.
The second danger is that the Bible may lose its
position as the only source of our knowledge of saving truth. The Great Pyramid in Egypt and the stars
in heaven take their place beside the Bible as sources
of Revealed truth. No great acquaintance with the
Scripture is required to make one aware of its jealousy for itself as the only source of man's knowledge of Specially Revealed Truth. To allow any
other source to occupy a position beside the Bible
amounts to a rejection of the Bible which asserts
constantly its own primacy and exclusiveness in
things spiritual.

Anti-Semitism
The national convention of the Anglo-Saxon
movement was held at Grand Rapids in October of
1941. Boake Carter, a newspaper man and news
commentator who is kindly disposed toward the
Anglo-Saxon theory, had been invited to speak. It
had been called to his attention that the movement
discriminated against the Jews, and so in his address he called attention to. the fact that they were
on an equality with Israel and were to share in the
blessings which blessings were to all twelve tribes.
This address was not acceptable to Howard B. Rand,
founder of the Anglo-Saxon Federation of America,
and Carter was· forced to the conclusion that the
Federation is not friendly to the Jews. Rand countered by declaring that the tone of the speech was
unacceptable, not because it was pro-Semitic, but
anti-Anglo-Saxon Federation. Since a copy of the
speech is not available that point cannot be settled.
It is obvious, however, apart from this incident, that
it is Israel, as distinct from the Jews, who is to enjoy the preeminence and in all the writings little
love is lost on the two tribes. They, not the Ten
Tribes, rejected the Messiah and are ·personally and
collectively responsible for their present condition.
The Ten Tribes did not have their opportunity but
became Christian nevertheless and are responsible
for their present glorious position. The attitude
towards the Jews seems to be-"They received what
they deserved, and, unless they mind their manners, they will get more of it." The whole tendency
is anti-Semitic, and Christians must object to any
such movement.
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Kingdom Message
vs. the Gospel
Another danger which is very evident in all their
writings is that the Kingdom Message will be substituted for the Gospel. In the better type of publication it is always asserted that British-Israelism
is not to take the place of the Gospel. It is not the
way of salvation. Anglo-Saxons are to be saved in
the same way as all others, namely, by personal
faith on Jesus Christ. Howard B. Rand even published a little pamphlet entitled "Personal Salvation and Kingdom Redemption" where that point is
made. But the fact is that, whatever may be the
place of the Gospel in theory, in practice it is made
subordinate to the message of the Kingdom. True,
the Federation maintains that the Gospel must be
proclaimed by the churches. The Federation founds
no churches, and thus is not a sect. Its purpose is
to declare the message of the kingdom of which most
churches are unaware. But like every movement of
this kind, the tendency is to empty the churches
and then to band the people together, however loose
the organization. When this is done the people hear
only the kingdom message. Jesus is made the Re- ·
deemer of Israel (Only what once belonged to Him
can be bought back) and the Savior of men. In
another pamphlet entitled "What is Anglo-Israel
Truth?" published by the Federation, Rev. Goard
said, "Jesus Christ is the Redeemer of the Nation
Israel." Jehovah is still her King. His chief governor, in the house of David, is still ruling. Finally
one gets an intense nationalism in the place of a
vital and personal religion. It is this very fact, this
confusion of patriotism and religion, that makes the
whole movement so attractive today. The last paragraph of this little work reads: "These things being
so, The Israel message of the Bible is the AngloSaxon message of the Bible. It is a glorious message, and will win our nation back to God, and fit
her in turn to win the other nations to Him. Learn
that great message and preach it, for this is the purpose of God concerning you, to whom He has said,
'Ye are my witnesses, saith the Lord.'" We recognize at once that this Kingdom message is not at
all what Jesus meant when he said, "Ye shall be
my witnesses." The Gospel of the grace of God in
Christ Jesus must not be given second place to another message in this manner.
An additional danger that may be observed in all
their writings is that of Galatianism or legalism.
According to "The Roadbuilder" the United States
and Great Britain were to cast aside all their manmade laws by 1937 and abide only by the code of
Moses. Howard B. Rand declares that not the law
of the Old Testament, but simply the ordinances,
have been set aside, and then goes on to say that
what Paul means by the Law is only these ordinances. Rand also confessed in private conversation
that he refused to eat pork. If that is law, and not
what he calls an ordinance, then the whole legalJUNE-JULY, 1943
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istic system of the Old Testament must surely be in
force and Paul fought the Galatian battle for nothing
-was, in fact, on the wrong side of the argument.

Deceit and Phantasy

ish-Israelism's explanation of the word Saxon is
no less interesting. The Ten Tribes were known as
"Isaac's Sons" (The Bible never calls them this)
and the initial vowel was dropped in the course of
time and it became "Saac's Sons,'' or Saxons. However, one has to do more than drop an initial vowel
out of the Hebrew term to get the English term
"Saxons." Possibly such a procedure is more ridiculous and interesting than dangerous, and yet a danger inheres in it, that once one proceeds to operate
as loosely as this he can come to all kinds of fantastic conclusions and the sober word of God is set
aside for the startling imaginations of men.

The last, and probably the most serious danger
because it permits all the others to exist, is that of
deceit. It is hard to tell whether deceit is practiced
with malicious intent, or out of ignorance, or, possibly, enthusiasm. But it is practiced. Several
critics call attention to their methods of Bible quotation, taking only as much of the Bible as suits
[NOTE: This is the third and last article in this informative
their purpose and forgetting about the context. In
series.-EDITOR.]
this they do not stand alone, but they seem to be
more adept at the practice than many others. In
addition, we would call attention to the deceit that
goes on in relation to the identity of English and
Hebrew words. That there are Hebrew words in
our language no one would deny. The wonder of
it is that there are so few when one considers that
OOD ship Democracy is plowing through
our religion has its sacred books written to a dismany and dangerous waters, bent on one
proportionate extent in the Hebrew language. Our
great mission, to leave a precious cargo in.
language borrows more from Russia and the South
every port. Her cargo is stored in four holds.
Sea Islands than from Hebrew. And this is not too The forward hold contains freedom of Religion. The
strange when one considers that not only is it differ- hold aft is stored with Freedom of Expression, and
ent but belongs to an entirely different family than amid-ships are two holds containing freedoms from
does the Hebrew. Exclusive of Bible names there Want and Fear.
are only about two dozen nouns and no verbs in our
Last month we described three rats who have
language traceable to Hebrew originals and they stolen aboard that worthy barque and are wreaking
come to us via the Greek. The claim that 5,000 havoc with its precious cargo. This month we hear
Hebrew roots are represented in our language is the gnawings of three more.
absurd on the surface for we are told that there
There is one busy especially in the port hold amidare only about 2,050 root words in the Hebrew shi p, attacking and distorting Freedom from Fear.
vocabulary itself. To the uninitiated such parallels Democracy believes in freedom from fears of some
as Dan to the Danes, and Succoth to the Scots seem things. This false idea holds out for freedom from
very convincing, but it may as well be asked what fear of anything. Democracy wants to free men of
connection o~ meaning there is between dandelion, fear for their fellow men and illicit secret power.
dandruff, danger, and the Dane? If there is no rela- But this false friend bids us be free from fear, not
tion in the same language, surely the mere coinci- only of men but of God ... not only of illicit human
dence of a similarity of pronunciation ·can have no power, but of Divine power and justice. This rat
meaning as between different languages. "Te Road- we may call FALSE FREEDOM.
builder" suggests a few even more interesting.
This false freedom asserts that freedom means
"Gentlemen, the Brith-ish (Covenant men-Brith the right to do as we please-the absence of law and
meaning covenant and ish meaning men) are God's restraint. A man is free when all his desires are
servants." "Ephraim, Manasseh, and Benjamin, satisfied. The goal of life is self-expression. Freechi 1 d re n and grandchildren of Jacob through dom becomes a matter of shaking off convention,
Rachel, marched on the west side of the Tabernacle, tradition, authority. This rat wants us to measure
under a banner having a bull's head on it. The word our freedr· 1 by the pile of discarded inhibitions, so
'bull' in Hebrew is Engle, and this tribe of Ephraim he tears at the moral restraints, the laws of God
later, in their wanderings up and down and across and the dictates of Christian conscience. Anyone
Europe gradually became known by the name of who would die for the disemboweled ghost of free~
their flag, 'Engles' or Angles.' When Ephraim and dom that remains is a fool.
their fellow tribesmen and followers invaded BritThe second rat is interested in the starboard hold
ain, does it seem strange that they called the sec- amidships, where freedom from Want is stored. That
tion of the Covenant land they took possession of rat is red and his name is COMMUNISM. When we
'Engle or Bull Land,' and that the name has stuck call Communism a rat, we are casting no aspersions
down through the ages in the names of Johnnie upon a people or nation. Our guard against this evil
Bull and his country, Engle (or Bull) land, also that has been dropped since a certain nation has become
when they came to North America they should es- our ally in war. But we can and should distinguish
tablish a New Engle Land in Massachusetts?" Brit- between Russia and Russian political thinking.

More Rats on the Ship
of Democracy

G
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Just because Russi~ is on our side does not mean
that she feels compelled to go into ecstacies about
Democracy, nor should we think that we must for
the same reason become ardent lovers of Marxianism. What is making Russia a great ally in this conflict is not her atheistic communism, but her love
of the fatherland and her righteous rage against an
illicit invader.
In that conflict, Stalin himself takes pains to indicate that his war is against Nazism, not Germany.
American communism has a sly way of making it
seem as though every criticism of Marx is a sabotage
against the war effort. This is a clever and deliberate falsehood. Of course, we want Russia to win the
war. We would want that even if we were otherwise neutral in the war. Russia deserves to win because she has been unscrupulously invaded. We
want her to win so much that we pray daily in her
behalf-which is more than the Co:rpmunists will do!
But we do not want Communism in America anymore than we want Fascism, and yet that rat has
come aboard!
Every policy of our government that seeks to
guarantee freedom from want by regimentationthrough centralized dictatorial control of the forces
of supply and demand-not merely as a temporary
emergency expedient, but as a permanent policyis in direct imitation of communistic method.
The' American principle of freedom from want
does not mean such freedom as a result of the stifling
of individual liberty in favor of equality of possession. Our Democracy has become great because it
encourages individual liberty in favor of equality of
opportunity. And those two are worlds apart!
RELATIVISM is our last rat. His habitat is chiefly
in the aft hold where Freedom of Expression is
stored. There is no real distinction between truth
and error, right and wrong. Things are only relatively false or wrong. It all depends on one's point
of view. When it is convenient, moral conventions
can be accepted, when a hindrance, they can be rejected. God is not Absolute. Truth is not to be
judged by its correspondence with objective reality,
but by its subjective expediency. Whatever has
utility, and succeeds, is right.
Thousands of J aps heard this kind of talk in the
classrooms of American universities. Carefully
every line was taken down in notebooks. The notebooks were closed and taken home to Japan where
they were opened and their lessons were read again
and ·again until they were well learned. Then the
Japs proceeded to put them into practice on December 7, 1941, over Pearl Harbor. Were they right?
Were they? That course was expedient, it brought
results. Thus did one of our enlightened superstitions come home to roost.
What moral law are the J aps violating if it is all
a matter of viewpoint? How can we say that Japan
has outraged the conscience of the world if that
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conscience can have two billion variations, all equally right? How can Hitler be wrong, and we right?
Either we must go back to God, or we shall perish!
Our real enemies are not out there or there, but
here, the intelligentsia within our own borders. They
are nurturing the rats aboard the ship of Democracy.
Fortunately for all of us, our fighting boys do not
believe that kind of thing. They are dying because
they say in their hearts, "Our cause is right. Before
God, it is right. And in the name of God, we will
defend it." ·
"Let us here highly resolve that these honored
dead shall not have died in vain!"
ALA BANDON

HARMONY OF LIFE
Nature has a rhythm all its own;
Untamed and free - yet, harmony withal.
Seedtime and harvest;
Springtime's greening furrows;
October's fields and orchards,
All a-glow,
Fragrant as wine.
Dewy dawns and sunsets of flame;
The re-iterant theme of whirling spheres,
And the ever-appearing evening star
Shining in lofty, lonely grandeur
From afar.
The varying mood of changeful clouds
Obscuring the skies.
So it is with Life:
Measured march of passing seasons
From infancy to infirm age.
The familiar cadences of daily tasks;
Ever and anon
The sharp, staccato notes of Death!
Here a pause; there a rest;
Runs and trills of happiness
Interspersed with minor chords
Invoking tears.
Or a tempestuous burst, a symphonic tone
That lends sweetness to the calmer notes
Of Nature, and of Life.
The silent growth of the lordly oak;
The blinding crash of the lightning flash;
Fragrance of the lily fair;
The baneful plant that warns, "Beware!"
Life bids us learn and chqose
This to accept; that to refuse.
Always there's the Overtone-The Voice of God to lead us on.
-BESS DE VRIES
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Froitl Our Correspondents
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF NEW ZEALAND
Reporoa,
Via Rotorua,
New Zealand,
April 30, 1943.

Editor, THE CALVIN FORUM,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Dear Dr. Bouma:
T has been some little time since I made a contribution to
the FORUM. Although the Japanese threat has not been removed, the situation does not look as depressing as at the
time of my last article. The communique issued by General
MacArthur after the victory of the Bismarck Sea was heartening reading because of the high setting: "A Merciful Providence" was his declaration. Allied leadership is strengthened
by such men who place the emphasis where it rightly belongs.
We salute Amerfoa for Douglas MacArthur.
Perhaps a few lines concerning the 1942 General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand may interest your
readers. With the Rt. Rev. John G. Laughton, Superintendent
of Maori Missions, as Moderator, it was only to be expected
that the moderatorial address would cover some aspect of the
work which is so dear to his heart. In addition, April 18th, 1943
would be the centennial of Presbyterian Mission work among
the Maoris. No finer message could have been given nor
deeper note struck than that found in the address on "The Religious Pilgrimage of the Maori". With profound insight begotten of a quarter of a century of life among these native
people, he traced the religious cravings of the race and the
contribution of the Presbyterian Church of New Zealand in its
attempt to satisfy them with the Gospel.
Some ·members of the Assembly have told me that the meetings were very orderly, and with little animated discussion.
One of the major topics was the proposal for union with the
Methodist and Congregational Churches.
Nothing further
eventuated and the Convener of the Committee moved and it
was seconded "That the Committee be continued and the usual
grant of £45 be made". An amendment, "that in view of the
90% majority of the vote of the Methodist Church against the
proposed basis of union, and in view of the strong expression
Of opinion in our own Sessions and Presbyteries that the present
time is inopportune, the Assembly agree to postpone further
consideration for the duration of the war", was lost. It seems
'fairly apparent that the proposed basis was not acceptable to
the Methodist Church, and for the future benefit of our own
Church it would be a good thing for it to be forgotten for
many years.
The effect of the war on the spiritual life of the Presbyterian
Church of New Zealand is reflected in the following figures.
Whereas in Dec. 1941 we had some 20 chaplains overseas and
in New Zealand, now there are 46. Four of our chaplains are
prisoners-of-war and from reports coming through they are
all doing good work among those who share their captivity.
Despite all the difficulties that the war imposl)d, for the third
year in succession the roll of 56,920 communicant members
constitutes a record for the Church. A noteworthy feature is
that professions of faith were maintained.
The Reformed Theological Review, edited by the Rev. Arthur
Allen of Australia, was the subject of a review in our official
Church paper recently. One couldn't say it received a rousing
reception although it was commended for its purpose. I read
it myself, (The Reformed Theological Review, I mean) and
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was delighted with the effort. The articles themselves were
exceedingly well written and the book reviews achieved their
purpose. Your editorial on "Global Calvinism" gives it the
full marks which is its due. The time must inevitably come
when books such as it will receive a larger circulation. The
close proximity of New Zealand to Australia demands that we
should use their theological talent. One would like to see a
similar publication in New Zealand.
Much of what I have written to you may appear out of date
by the time it is published. The shipping position is such that
we should be grateful to God if this letter gets through to you
at all. So far I have missed very few FORUMS because of loss
by enemy action, although naturally delivery has been much
delayed.
With all good wishes,
Yours, in Him,
JOHN N. SMITH.

THE FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND
Woldingham,
May 31, 1943.
Dear Dr. Bouma:
C'"] n )E have just returned from a fortnight's holiday in
Scotland and while the impressions of this beautiful
journey are still fresh in my mind, I will lose no time
to tell you something about it.
As we have had no vacation since the war began and the
strain of work was beginning to make itself felt, we decided
to make use of the opportunity opening up for 'us to pay a
visit to the land of Knox and Scott.
The kind invitation to represent the London Congregation at
the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland, called
us to the beautiful city of Edinburgh, the heart of British
Presbyterianism.
Is it necessary to attempt a description of this wonderful
city? Many of our readers have enjoyed its majestic and dignified charm, so different from most of the towns of Europe.
On entering the city of Edinburgh, one forgets the business
sphere and is immediately transferred to an entirely different
aspect of life.
We were received in the hospitable home of Mrs. Una Macleod and how sadly did we feel the absence of her beloved
father, Prof. Maclean.
He has entered the Church triumphant, but his spirit still
remains in the house consecrated to the service of Christ.
·
Tuesday, the 18th of May, was a big day for the Churches
in Scotland. On that day it was exactly one hundred years
ago that the Disruption took place and particularly the Free
Church of Scotland, so rightly claiming the heritage of the
Disruption; found good reasons to commemorate this mighty
work of reformation in the Church of this land.
It was the commemoration of the Centenary of the Disruption that gave the General Assembly such a special significance.
Various aspects of the Disruption were set forth by a number
of speakers on the evening of the 18th of May and the Crownrights of the Redeemer were brought forward in a clear and
convincing way by all called upon to speak on this occasion.
The war made it impossible to have all the Delegates at the
Assembly who used to represent the Reformed Churches from
abroad, but still there were four Delegates from different
churches who have addressed the Assembly.
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The first speaker, the Rev. W. J. Grier, B.A., from the Presbyterian Church of Ireland, gave a fine address on the Supernatural Character of the Revelation of God.
After him the Rev. Inglebright Dahle, a Norwegian Chaplain,
told us about the mgtgnificent resistance put up by Norway's
Church against the forces of evil.
Mr. A. Macintosh was the third speaker; he comes from
Australia and his induction was being approved by the Assembly in session.
I had the pleasure to address the Assembly as a delegate
from the London Congregation of the Reformed Churches of
the Netherlands, and I had good occasion to draw the attention
of the Assembly to the great similarity betw.een the history
of our Churches in the Netherlands and those in Scotland.
Here it was Thomas Chalmers who held up the Banner of
the Kingship of Christ in 1843; in Holland it was Hendrik de
Cock in 1834 and Abraham Kuyper in 1886 who led our people
out of an organization tied to the State into a Church free in
the acknowledgement of the only rightful King, Jesus Christ.
I am perfectly justified when I say that the Free Church of
Scotland can testify to the blessing of God in the growth of
its membership during the years when it stood almost alone in
maintaining the unrestricted authority of the Word of God in
the doctrine and life of the Church.
History has proved over and over ·again that the strength of
the Church is not dependent on its numbers alone, but primarily on the loyalty and faithfulness of the Church to its Head:
Jesus Christ.
The sessions of the General Assembly were closed on Friday,
the 21st of May, with a beautiful address by the Moderator,
Prof. David MacKenzie, pointing out the great wonders God
has done. in the past and is still doing in the present in His
. ,Church.
I could go on telling you about the various things we have
seen and heard, but I am afraid the letter would get much
too long.
I would like to recall, however, a visit to the Assembly paid
by. the Lord High Commissioner for Scotland and on the Friday morning a visit from the Moderator of the Church of
Scotland.
On Saturday, after the closing of the Assembly, we Went
again to the Assembly Hall to listen to some speakers on
Foreign Missions.
In the evening of that day I was again called to address the
meeting on behalf of the Youth Fellowship, after first having
listened to a beautiful speech by the Rev. Grier from Belfast.
My address was followed by a splendid and very inspiring
message of Prof. Blair, Chairman of the Youth Fellowship.
We had a busy week and still it was a vacation, especially
as we had the opportunity of meeting many old friends and. of
making new ones.
The second week we travelled to a number of places in this
beautiful land. We Dutch folk feel so much at home in Scotland; we have so much in common not only in religion but also
ill family and social life.
We saw Loch Ness, buth not the Monster: it had probably
been laid up "for the duration".
Before I end this letter there are two things I like to mention:
In the first place our visit to the well arranged Exhibition of
the Disruption relics, organized by our good friend the Rev.
MacKinnon from Portree on the isle of Skye.
Secondly, I would like you to know that.the tribute you paid
in THE CALVIN FORUM to the late Prof. Maclean was very
much appreciated.
And so this spell of rest is again a thing of the past, but it
will live in our memories for years to come.
May God bless this land of hope and glory.
It was good for us to be here.
Kindest regards,
Yours sincerely,
CHR. DE WIT.
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MICHIGAN CALVINISTIC PHILOSOPHY CLUB
~HIS

club held a public meeting on January 28, 1943, in
-\.:) the Faculty Room of Calvin College. This was the
fifth meeting of this nature and a meeting of great
importance, for it was at this meeting that the club appeared
for the first time as an organized body with a Constitution
and By-laws. These documents were read at the meeting,
the names of the eight original members and of the executive
committee were revealed, and the opportunity was offered to
those at the meeting _and all who agree with the Constitution
to come in as charter members before the next public meeting.
Up to this time only four of our nineteen visitors have availed
themselves of this privilege, but, for the convenience of any
one who might be interested, we shall quote the only article
of the Constitution that may not be changed, Article II:
"The purpose of this society shall be to study the problems of
philosophy upon the presuppositions of the Reformed Faith."
The executive committee till the next meeting consists of
the Rev. J. T. Hoogstra, president; the Rev. J. G. Van Dyke,
vice-president; and H'.' J. Van Andel, secretary-treasurer.
After the preliminaries Professor Henry J. Stob proceeded
to give us a paper on Thomas Aquinas.
The speaker first gave an excellent resume of Mediaeval
philosophy up to Aquinas and then developed the main ideas
of this renowned philosopher as follows:
1. Theology and philosophy according to Aquinas are both
theoretical sciences. Both try to discover God, man, and
nature. Theology views these three in the light of Revelation, Philosophy in the light of reason. Aquinas tries
to explain this by assuming that there are two realms,
or hemispheres of knowledge: nature and grace. Nature is inferior to grace. Reason is the guide to faith .
Philosophy is the Vestibule to theology. If your philosophical conclusions are not in conformity with the
Scriptures, you will have to retrace your steps. Scripture is the check on reason. But Scripture also discloses
the higher truth at which nature cannot arrive. Reason
can only find the lower truths and must start with sense
perception. All Knowledge begins with the observation
of nature. Reason discovers that there is a First Cause
and an Orderer.
2. The difference between Augustine and Aquinas is great.
The really distinctive Christian features in Aquinas'
philosophy are lacking. Augustine starts with the Triune God of Scripture. Aquinas takes reason as far as
it will lead him, and then abandons it for faith. Augustine begins with some fundamental Christian commitments. Aquinas not. His philosophy wants to be neutral. Augustine and Calvin after him speak of sin and
grace. Aquinas speaks of nature and grace. Augustine
starts with faith, Aquinas with reason.
3. However, there is also a great similarity between Augustine and Aquinas. The latter believes in creation, fall,
atonement, judgment, etc. In a way we might say that
we have only a family quarrel with him.
4. Some further features of the philosophy of Aquinas are:
There are fundamental principles. The most fundamental
principle is Being. Aquinas distinguishes between Being
with a capital, that is God, the only Necessary Being,
and being that is dependent on God. The principle of
being is explained by two categories: form, i.e., essence,
and matter•or potentiality and actuality. The whole universe is a hierarchical structure. At the top is God who
is pure Form or Essence. Near Him are the angels. Under these is man. At the bottom is matter.
5. To arrive at Knowledge of the universe man must start
with the observation of the visual things. Through reasoning he will arrive at insight or vision. From particulars man rises to universals. The vision of the universals
will only be perfect in heaven.
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In the discussion the following questions were answered:
1. Did Aquinas distinguish the first principle from God?
He did not do this sufficiently. He was partly pantheistic.
2. Did Aquinas begin with God, or with the world?
He says, he begins with the world. But in reality he begins with God, because he identifies Him with Being
(with a capital letter).
3. Must Christian philosophy begin with God and the Bible?
Yes, we cannot arrive at the conclusion that God exists
without taking our Christian faith into account. Only
then can we interpret the universe.
4. How can we talk on common ground with an unbeliever,
if such is the case ?
There are formal areas of neutrality. But to talk we
must have common assumptions.
5. Does Romans 1 teach that pagans can know God?
One of the theologians answered: Romans 1 teaches that
God manifests himself to pagans, but not that they
understand him.
6. In how far can we accept the Thomistic or Aristotelian
categories?
Thomas Aquinas only convinced himself and Aristotle.
Not: Plato, Kant, and the modern philosophers. Not
Calvin either. Yet Aquinas believed many things we do.
7. Did not Aquinas identify his critical philosophy with
scientific facts?
He did, but his positive philosophy or "Weltanschauung"
is that of a Christian. And, therefore, it is not acceptable to modern scientists and philosophers. Though,
strange to say, it is acceptable to a inan like Professor
Adler who is not a Christian., This seems to point to the
fact that Aquinas' philosophy is not fully satisfactory
to a Christian.
There will probably be a meeting this summer. For announcements please watch the calendar in The Banner.
'the Secretary,
H.J. VAN ANDEL.

SYNOD OF THE CHRISTIAN REFORMED CHURCH
~HE

Christian Reformed Church may readily be identified
by those of other communions as the Church whose
thought and life comes. to expression through Calvin College and Calvin Seminary and through such papers as
The Banner, De Wachter, The Young Calvinist, and THE CALVIN FORUM, though neither of the last two magazines is officially connected with the Church and both have a wide, interdenominational circulation among people of Reformed persuasion.
News of the Christian Reformed Church has surely not figured prominently on the pages of THE CALVIN FORUM. The
editorial group of our magazine has from the start desired
to make this journal the voice of the Reformed Faith and of
Calvinistic thought and action irrespective of the church connections which those interested in this great cause may chance
to have. In so doing we have probably leaned over backwards
to avoid giving the magazine even the semblance of favoring
the Christian Reformed group. However this may be, we do
plead guilty to the charge of running a paucity of news and
information about this virile Calvinistic church group. It is a
fact that in the eight years of the existence of THE CALVIN
FORUM, this is the first time a report- of its synodical meeting
appears ..
The Christian Reformed Church, which has no particular
synods, meets in Synodical Session annually at Calvin College
and Seminary (Grand Rapids) in the month of June. Its sessions usually last about eight days. It is a deliberative body,
consisting of two ministerial and two elder delegates from
each of the 19 classes (presbyteries) plus the members of the
-~
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Calvin Seminary Faculty, who, however, have only an advisory vote. The Christian Reformed Church is known for its
loyalty to the Reformed Faith; for the devotion and enthusiasm with which it seeks to make the Reformed Faith real
in the situations of our day; for its theological acumen; for its
splendid educational program championing a consistent and
high grade Christian educational system in home, church, and ·
day school; for its determination to resist the encroachments
of worldiness; and-to mention no more-for the loyalty and
devotion of its covenant youth.
Here follows an account of the most important decisions and
actions of its 1943 Synod, reached under the efficient, keen,
and expeditious leadership of the Rev. Mr. Gerrit Hoeksema,
pastor of the Third Roseland Church, Chicago, III., who was
chosen President.
The Church and the War
The Christian Reformed Church has 8,000 young men in
military service. To date, no less than 19 chaplains of the
Church are serving their country, and three more have already
been accepted for such service. Besides this, a half-dozen Ser.vice pastors of the Church serve their Christian Reformed
constituency in various camps throughout the land. The Young
Calvinist, the youth magazine of the Church, though not an
official publication, is sent to every man in military service.
This cause is given moral and financial support by decision of
Synod. No less than 22,000 copies of this popular and helpful magazine are mailed out every month. This paper has
proved to be a great morale building force among the youth
of the church in service. It is even sent to young men of
other churches at their request and with the support of their
home congregations.
In relation to the government Synod took action on more
than one matter. At the suggestion of its chaplaincy committee it officially endorsed a bill pending before both houses of
Congress to create a Chaplain's Corps with a Chief of Chaplains for the Navy corresponding to that for the Army. It
also overtured the President to proclaim an annual national
day of prayer. Likewise addressed to the White House was a
protest against the continued prevalence of profanity on the
part of army and naval officers and men.
In response to a plea from the Dutch Reformed Church at
London for devotional literature in the form of church papers
to be distributed to Dutch seamen roaming the seven seas and
coming to the port of London, it was decided to place 300
copies of the Dutch denominational weekly De Wachter at
the disposal of the consistory of this London Church.
Also on the matter of post-war rehabilitation funds for Reformed Churches in the Netherlands action was taken. It was
decided that such funds be solicited throughout the Churches
and that these be kept in a central deposit fund under the
control of a Netherlands War Relief Committee until such
time as they can b~ made available for the brethren of the
Reformed Faith in Holland.
Calvin Seminary and Calvin College
Some of the more important educational matters decided at
this Synod are the following: Dr. Cornelius Van Til was chosen
to become the successor of Professor Louis Berkhof, when the
latter will vacate his chair of Dogmatics in September, 1944,
upon having reached the age of retirement. Since it was not
certain Dr. Van Til, who now is Professor of Apologetics at
Westminster Theological Seminary, would accept, and since it
was not possible for him to reach a decision during the ses-'
sions of Synod,, an alternate was appointed, viz., Dr. William H.
Rutgers, pastor of the First Christian Reformed Church at
Cicero, III.
Fifteen young men, all graduates of Calvin Seminary, were
examined before the entire Synod and admitted to candidacy
for the sacred ministry. Three of these fifteen have appJjed
for a naval chaplaincy and all three have passed their preliini-
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nary examinations and are awaiting word from the aut.horities sent in an appealing and winning way the Calvinistic world
and life view.
at Washington.
Other Matters of Import
Both the College and the Seminary faculties have made provision under which students wishing to come in under the V-12
A report .on the matter of Mixed Marriages, which did not
Naval Chaplaincy Training Program can pursue an accelerated come up for discussion until toward the close of the sessions,
course, the equivalent of three years for the college course was referred back for study to the classes (presbyteries) to be
and of two years for the seminary course. At the College the acted upon at a later Synod.
enrollment rose to 554, but at the close of the year it had reA repeatedly revised draft of a catechetical manual, known
ceded to 400, the reduction being, of course, chiefly due to. the
as the Compendium (based upon the Heilberg Catechism) was
induction of many into the armed forces. Two professors of adopted by Synod and ordered finally edited and printed for
Calvin College were called to the colors and will leave soon. official use in the young people's catechetical (doctrinal) classes
They are Dr. Henry 'Stob of the Philosophy Department and of the Church.
Dr. Henry Zylstra of the English Department. The former
Possibly the only rash and ill-advised action of this Synod
has recently received a naval commission. He will take a nine was the adoption of resolutions which, on the flimsiest grounds
months course at Columbia University.
and after insufficient debate under ill-considered pressure from
Synod also approved of a building expansion program. The the chair (the Vice-president, not the President, was in charge
"Assistant to the President," a layman with no academic but at the time), declared that Art. XXXVI of the Confession "is
purely promotional and financial responsibilities, will seek to
in error" and also declared that "the Synod of 1938 erred when
realize a program calling for the raising of 300,000 dollars. It it dropped the Footnote which had been part of Art. 36 of
is proposed out of this amount as it accumulates to erect a
our Confession since the Synod of 1910." It is gratifying that
Science Building and a "Calvin Memorial Hall" intended to
a large and competent committee was appointed to look furserve as an assembly hall and as a gymnasium; The quota per ther into this matter of the revision of Article XXXVI of the
family for the support of Calvin College and Calvin Seminary, Confession, but this in no wise cancels the unfortunate and rethe one duel institution of higher learning owned and operated grettable resolutions passed on the matter by Synod.
by the Christian Reformed Church, was fixed for next year at
In the matter of the application of Christian principles to
$4.00.
the present industrial situation and to labor organizations,
Home and Foreign Missions
Synod "admonished the membership of the Church to break
The Christian Reformed Church has three fields of "foreign" 'with all organizations which by common practice reveal an
missions: One in China, another in the Sudan, and a third,, its anti-Christian spirit" and urged "the leaders of the Church to
oldest, on the Indian reservation in New Mexico among Navajo warn our people against the dangers of and their participation
and Zuni. Despite the war, it was decided to return the Rev.
hi the unchristian practices found in the C.1.0. and the A.F.L."
Mr. Smit to the China field, with the understanding that he is
Moreover, Synod recommended the Christian Labor Association
for the time being to devote himself to China relief work in
to the moral and financial support of the Churches.
Western China. It was decided to open a Christian High School
By action of this Synod, the Christian Reformed Church beat Rehoboth, N. M., where Navajo Indian young people may came a constituent member of the National Association of
be trained. The cost per year was estimated at $3,000. This Evangelicals. This action was taken after a study had been
project was long overdue and promises to be of far-reaching made ·of the American Council of Churches as well as the
value for the development of native leadership. Bible instruc- ·National Association of Evangelicals; and after a speake; for
tion in this high school will, in all probability, be given not
each movement had addressed Synod and furnished information
only in English but also in Navajo. A junior High School is both to Synod and to its advisory committee. The annual delegato be opened in Zuni village. A foreward-looking step was tion representing the Christian Reformed Church at the .Con~
taken in adopting a plan looking to the reorganization of native
vention of the N.A.E. is to be chosen at each synodical meeting
churches on the reservation. so as to encourage the development
and will, if at all possible with a view to the meeting place and
and utilization of native leadership in the management of church , travelling expenses incurred, include the officers of Synod.
affairs. The chief problem touched upon in connection with
c. :8.
the Sudan field (Nigeria) is the educational one. An effort is
made to raise the educational level of those who are to teach
in the mission schools. And as to the new British colonial eduWESTMINSTER AND THE 0. P. C.
cational policy it was decided to aim as much as possible in the
Goffle Hill Road
direction of the independence of the mission schools from state
Midland Park, N. J.
control.
Dr. Clarence Bouma, Editor
June 18, 1943
A fipe, well-integrated, and ever-expanding home mission
program is being carried out by the Christian Reformed Church. THE CALVIN FORUM,
Home missionaries are active from the disfant Canadian North- Franklin and Benjamin, S.E.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
west to San Diego in the Southwest and Washington, D. C., in
the East. Provision was made for the appointment of a half- Dca1· Dr. Bouma:
dozen new home missionaries as the need may arise. Service
N BREAKING a prolonged silence as I visit the corresponpastors, living near army camps to minister to Christian Redent's corner in the FORUM once again, I feel that there
formed boys, also labor under this Board. In view of the great
are two new items here in the American East that are of
need of sound gospel preaching, the Home •Mission Committee more than passing interest to people of real Calvinistic per~
proposed that it be empowered by Synod to erigage some minis" suasion. In the first place we rejoice to report that Westters to conduct a Preaching Mission in various centers. This minster Theological Seminary has been empowered to grant
plan received Synod's endorsement. It is proposed that a team
the Th.M degree. This power can be exercised just as soon as
of ministers shall speak in a number of suitable centers. These certain changes .have been made in the school's charter. But
men are to be released by their own churches for a limited no trouble is foreseen here. This places the seminary's graduperiod of four or six weeks. It was also decided to continue
ate course in a more recognized position. It will be recalled
the denominational broadcast known as the "Back-to-God that the Th.B. degree was first granted in 1939.
Although the second item may not be "news" to many
Hour," broadcast this past season over some eleven stations.
This broadcast does not duplicate what many local churches FORUM readers at this date, there may be some of the FORUM
family who have not yet had the oppor~unity to rejoice in the
are doing on this score, but strives to present a program with
recognition which has been accorded a truly biblical, Calvina more universal appeal, viz., one whose messages aim to pre-
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istic address on "God and the War;' by Professor John Murray,
who holds the chair of Systematic Theology at Westminster
Semfoary. This address, delivered in Cincinnati earlier in the
year, came to the attention of the Chief of Chaplains of the
·united States Army. He ordered 5,000 copies of it to be distributed to all the chaplains in the army. Later on 2,000 copies
were also ordered for the chaplains in the United States Navy.
Those who read this. notable discourse discover an immaculate
English style and a rich display of pertinent Scripture passages.
Copies of the address can be obtained from the Committee .on
Christian Education of the Orthodox Presbyterian Church, 15th
and Race, Philadelphia, 2, Pennsylvania.
Westminster Seminary Commencement
The Fourteenth annual commencement exercises of Westminster Theological Seminary were held on May 12. Rains earlier
in the day forced the holding of the function indoors rather than
in the beautiful outdoor auditorium. The speaker for the occasion was the Rev. William Crowe, D.D., pastor of a Southern
Presbyterian Church in Talladega, Alabama, and a former
moderator of the Southern Presbyterian Church (the Presbyterian Church in the U. S.). His address on "Personal Evangelism Today,'' was replete with interesting anecdotes. In his
annual address to the graduates Professor R. B. Kuiper, Chairman of the Faculty; spoke in his usual compelling way on the
words of II Timothy 2 :9~"But the word of God is not bound."
About fifteen diplomas were awarded. As is the custom at
Westminster the crowd went over to Machen Hall to enjoy the
tea that follows the exercises. This pleasant social period adds
itS own color to the whole affair to make of commencement at
Westminster a most delightful blend of dignity and informality.
While we are writing about Westminster Seminary we should
take note of some more news that comes from that sector of
the Calvinistic front. We are glad to learn that Dr. Stonehouse, Professor of New Testament, expects to publish the first
Volume of his treatise on "The Fourfold Witness to Christ" at
any early date. This volume, we are informed, will consider
the testimony of Matthew and Mark to the deity of Christ. A
second volume. on the testimony of Luke and John will follow
·
at. a later date.
Furthermore, the seminary has announced its intention to
celebrate its fifteenth anniversary in May, 1944. And of special
note is the information that the members of the seminary
faculty have been asked to contribute each a chapter to a book
which is to deal with the general subject of Holy Scripture-a most timely theme, indeed. It is hoped that the book will be
ready at the time of the celebration. Thus Westminster continues its aggressive witness to the Reformed Faith.
The Calvinistic Philosophy Club
On May 21 the Calvinistic Philosophy Club convened at West1ninster Seminary to hear a paper on St. Augustine by the
Rev. William Young. Mr. Young expects to receive his Th.D
degree from Union Theological Seminary in the fall. (I~ciden
tally, he is writing his thesis on the general subject -0f the
development of Dutch Calvinistic Philosophy since Abraham
Kuyper. Those who would like some help in their effort to
understand Dooyeweerd would do well to look for notice of the
publication of this thesis.)
Mr. Young's paper was in the main a thorough examination
of the contents of St. Augustine's earlier and little known
writings produced by him in the period between his conversion
in September 386 and his baptism in March 387. These writi'ngs are his most purely philosophical ones and are hence very
important. Certain 'works written shortly after Augustine's
baptism were also examined, notably his De Libero Arbitrio.
This phase of Mr. Young's work constitutes a fine example of
the manner in which truly scholarly work of this kind ought
to be carried out. Only on such a basis can one avoid vague,
borrowed generalities and doctrinaire importations.
The discussion that followed was most interesting and lively.
Some time was spent considering the meaning of Augustine's
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formula "Cogito, ergo .sum", for which the modern thinker
Descartes is somewhat mistakenly renowned. It was pointed
out that the thinking self that Augustine contemplates is not
an isolated self, but is a self that thinks as a creature of God.
Descartes' thinking self, on the other hand, is an isolated entity whose thinking therefore takes on the character of a bare
psychological .fragment without reference to anything beyond
itself. St. Augustine's conception of evil was discussed. Mr.
Young indicated that evil is for Augustine not a mere negation.
It is like the absence of a hand in the case of a crippled man.
In saying a man has lost his left hand, you are also saying that
he has a right hand. The ever-recurrent question of the influence of Plato on Augustine was discussed, and it was pointed
out that one would expect to find things having a platonic flavor
in the writings of Augustine because of his thorough study in
the writings of the Greek thinker. The important question is:
To what extent, if any, did the Greek thinker determine the
essential drift and tenor of Augustine's thinking? That hardy
perennial of all theologico-philosophical discussions, namely,
the relation between faith and reason, also injected itself into
the parley. To what extent Augustine rested simply on the
authority of the Church was also a matter for reflection , • .
Mr. Young plans to present another paper on St. Augustine at
the fall meeting of the club, a paper that will seeek to set
forth in somewhat more systematic form the basic metaphysic.s
of this great Christian thinker.
At this meeting the club held its bi-ennial election of officers.
The officers for the coming two years are: Dr. C. Van Til, presi•
dent; the Rev. N. J. Monsma of Paterson, N. J., vice-president;
the. Rev. Edward Heerema, secretary-treasurer. The executive
committee was empowered to enlarge itself by the addition of
two members for the purpose of getting the wisdom of a large"!"
number for the formulation of a program of study to cover
a period of years. Evan Runner of Harvard and the Rev. Wil~
liam Young of Union Theological Seminary were added to the
committee. Plans subsequently formulated call for a rather intensive study of the thinkers and thought movements of the
middle ages. Good times in the mansions of philosophy are
anticipated.
Orthodox Presbyterian· General Assembly
June 1-4 the Tenth General Assembly of the Orthodox Pres~
byteriaR Church met at Willow Grove, Pa. No important issues
were threshed out at this assembly. Yet, the free debate indicated a healthy state of mind in the church, a state of mind that
is alive to theological issues and implications. And at the assembly various indications of steady, sound growth were brought
to light.
In the past year the Rev. Floyd Hamilton, long a missionary
in Korea, was appointed general secretary of the Committee ·
on Christian Education. Mr. Hamilton is the author of several
books and is unqualifiedly committed to the Reformed Faith.
This appointment has already enlarged and accelerated the
program of this important committee, a program involving pro~
duction and distribution of Sunday School materials, Young
People's studies, Bible School materials, short tracts, pamphlet
length tracts, etc. The impact of this flow of orthodox, up-todate material cannot help making itself felt in the American
church world.
The work of Home Missions has been given impetus by the
appointment of the Rev. George W. Marston of Philadelphia as
a full-time home missionary. The work of Foreign Missions
has been seriously crippled. However, it is hop'ed that present
negotiations will soon eventuate in the opening of a Work in
Ethiopia and also in Peru.
During the past year a committee has been studying the
whole question of local evangelism. This committee, of which
the Rev. George W. Marston is chairman, is making a thorough study of this matter, and it will very likely produce a re•
port of book size at some future date. Professor John Murray
is also a member of this committee.
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All such facts point to steady growth and a vigorous program to enlarge the witness of the church. There is al.so a
growing sense of the dire need of Christian day schools to
meet the impact of the· paganism of our day. It is not at all
impossible that a Christian school will open in Willow Grove,
Pa., this fall. It .is also worthy of note that the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church is slowly growing in numbers. In the year
1938 it had a total membership of 4,225. Today that membership stands at about 6,600. This represents a growth of about
56. per. cent over a period of five years.
The Rev. Oscar Holkeboer, pastor of the Bethel O.P.C. of
Oostburg, Wisconsin, was elected moderator of the tenth assembly. The Rev. Leslie W. Sloat, librarian at Westminster
Seminary, was elected clerk. He was assisted by the Rev. Edward L. Kellogg, pastor of the Calvary O.P.C. of Middletown,

"A. · Synod declare its cordial approval of a Fed.era.tion of
Calvinistic .Churches for the better prosecution of joint e(!c1e~
siastical interests as an ultimate ideal in full awareness of the
need of much preparatory educational work among the members of the Churches cooperating toward the attainment of this
ideal.
"B. Synod declare itself as favoring the formation of an alliance of indivi.duals holding the system of doctrine expressed
in the historic Reformed Confessions for the propagation . of··
the Reformed world and life view through the publication ·and
distribution of literature, radio broadcasting and a university.
"C. In order to do its share .toward the realization of the
aim set forth· under Point B of this advice, Synod appoint a
Committee of Two for the study and furtherance of this kind
of work in cooperation with other similar Committees which
cooperating Churches may appoint, and to suggest to this Committee of Two the advisability for it and the cooperating
Committees to bear in mind also the work of the Calvinistic
Conference Committee and of seeking a broad meeting of Cal:Ba.
vinistic men, as which possibly the Calvinistic Conference ComDr. Henry Sloane Coffin
mittee can serve."
Those who have been entertaining ·certain hopeful sentiments
The appropriate advisory committee of this Synod then
as to the potential orthodoxy of the Presbyterian Church in drafted the following report, taking its point of departure ill
the U.S.A. (from which Dr. Machen and his colleagues were
the three recommendations from Synod's Committee on a. Reousted in 1936) were rudely disillusioned by the election of Dr.
formed Alliance:
Henry Sloane Coffin to the moderatorship of the General As"Your Committee, in studying these recommendations drafted
a number of months ago, wondered whether, in the light of cersembly of that church, which convened in Detroit on May 27.
Dr. Coffin is president of Union Theological Seminary, New tain recent developments, the members of a Committee on ·a
Reformed ·Alliance would not wish to revise these recommendaYork1. a seminary long known for its radical unorthodox teach- tions as of today. Among those recent developments .are the
ing. A brief quotation or two from his writings makes strange· decisions regarding this matter reached two weeks ago at the
Tenth. General Assembly of the Orthodox Presbyterian Church,
reading if one recalls that he is now moderator (the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. follows the questionable practice of elect- which were mostly of a negative nature, and especially the
action looking to the founding of a University which in recent
ing a moderator for one year) of a large communion whose
months has been initiated by certain individuals of the Orthocreed is plainly Calvinistic. Says Dr. Coffin*: "In these Scrip- dox Presbyterian Church group, entirely on their own and. in
a way not contemplated by the present report~ (Cf. Recommentures, ·leading up to and setting forth the Word made flesh in
Jesus, the individual Christian by the witness of the Spirit dation C above). This being the situation, your advisory Committee only thought it proper and fair, if at all possible, to get
Within him hears God speaking to him, and everything in Scripinto touch with the members of the Committee on a Reformed.
ture congruous with the Word in Christ is God's Word to him
Alliance and to get their opinion on the matter as of today. We
and to the world." That is Dr. Coffin's.thoroughly subjectivistic, were in the fortunate position of being able during the sessiops
of the present Synod to confer through a sub-committee of our
Barthian conception of the Scriptures; With regard to the
own with each one of the four members of the Committee on a
Savfor he says: "When he (the Christian) hears God's word, Reformed Alliance. We are now able to state that all members
he finds himself judged, .moved to repentance, and to faith in of the Alliance study committee agree that recent developments
the forgiving Father who comes to him in Christ, who was in- since the writing of their report would lead them m;iterially
to alter their original recommendations. We next presentedi.a
carnate, taught, suffered on the cross, rose again and ever lives
draft of the recommendations we had in mind to the
to be his and all men's Savior." Were Dr. Machen and his col- tentative
members of this Committee, and the outcome is. that, after in;foagues right?
corporating. certain suggestions made by them, all members .<:Jf
both committees are in substantial agreement on the recom~
Cordially,
mendations submitted below for Synod's possible adoption. . ·
EDWARD HEERFJMA.
"The matter .before us involves action on two possible proj* Taken from The Church Times, May 15, 1943.
ects: the one, a possible Alliance of Reformed Churches: the
other a possible Alliance of Reformed Individuals. The origip~l
advice of the study committee deals with the former. in its rec~
ommendation A (see above), and with the latter in its recomUNITED AMERICAN CALVINllSTIC ACTION.
mendation under B and C (see above). We take these two
matters up separately at this time.
OME really clarifying and helpful discussion and action has
A. As to a Reformed Alliance of Churches:
taken place at the recent annual Synod of· the Christian
"On this matter we would submit the following for Synod's
, . ... Reformed Church on the matter of a possible American
consideration:
Alliance of Reformed Churches and, in connection with this plan,
1. The present desirability of such an (American) Alliance
a possible Association (Alliance) of Calvinistic individuals
of Reformed Churches would depend entirely upon the question
quite apart from any ecclesiastical organization. .
whether such an Alliance. would be an effective agency for .tJ:i~
joint testimony and action for the Reformed Faith on the part
. At the 1942 Synod action was taken upon a number of overof its constituent member churches. In this connection it should
tures. asking Synod "to appoint a committee to investigate
be remembered that the number of such possible participating
jointly with committees of other denominations the possibility,
churches in this country, would, at best, be very small. In fact,
the advisability and the value of a loose Reformed Alliance of the five churches invited to the Pittsburgh meeting of which
the report speaks, constitute so small a group that it is difficult
such denominations that are loyal to God's Word as interpreted
to see how the formation of an alliance of these churches could
by their own Reformed Confessions." This was also in rein any way promote the effectiveness of their testimony, whereas
sponse to a letter from the Rev. Edwin H. Rian of the Orthothe overlapping of present denominational and future alliance
dox. Presbyterian Church, whose General Assembly had just activities might readily lead to unnecessary duplication, competition, and weakening of effort. The statistics of these
taken similar action. The Christian Reformed Synod appointed
churches are as follows: Orthodox Presbyterian Church-"-'-6,425
such a Committee, which during the year has had a joint meetsouls (1942); Reformed Presbyterian Church ~ · 7,166 souls
ing at Pittsburgh together with delegates similarly appointed
(1933); Reformed Presbyterian Church, Gen'l Synod ...,.-· 1,929
from three other denominations, including the Orthodox Pres- souls (1926); Associate Presbyterian Church (not present .at
byterian. Each denominational Committee was to draft its own Pittsburgh, but invited) 329 souls. (1933); Christian Reformed
Church-126,593 souls (1943). This means that the membership
report to be submitted to its Synod (or General Assembly) and
of the four Presbyterian churches participating would be less
the conclusions of the report submitted to the Christian Re"
than one-eighth the membership of our own comparatively
formed Synod in 1943 were as follows:
small church.

.
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"2. The committee appointed for this matter by the Orthodox
Presbyterian Church reached the following conclusion in this
matter: 'It is the judgment of your committee that a Federation of Calvinistic Churches is an ideal for which we should
strive but at the present time it is neither practicable nor wise.'
We also have the information that the recent General Assembly
of this church received the report with no further action being
taken;
B. As to a Reformed "Alliance of Individuals":
"1. Our Alliance study committee contemplates that such a
possible alliance would be engaged in three possible activities,
nani.ely, publication and distribution of literature, radio broadcasting, and the founding and maintaining of a Calvinistic University. Leaving the first of these three proposed projects
aside, it may well be asked: What radio broadcasting will
such an Alliance, whose membership :is bound to be limited and
will largely be drawn from the Christian Reformed and Orthod():X: Presbyterian Churches, be able to accomplish which present
agencies of these churches and their affiliates are not able to
accomplish just as effectively?
"2. As to the matter of organizing such an Alliance (Society) for the purpose of founding and maintaining a University, it was not clear in the original report whether what was
intended in the recommendation. was the founding of such a
University alongside of the present existing higher educational
institutions (Calvin College, Calvin Seminary, and Westminster Seminary) or the hope and prospect that ultimately a
Calvinistic University might develop out of at-present-existing
Calvinistic higher .educational institutions. After our conference with the members of this committee, it is now clear that
the former .was not contemplated. However, it is also clear
thllt some of the men behind this university plan in the Ortho~
dox Presbyterian group have in mind the founding of an entirely new denominationally unrelated University alongside of
the existing institutions mentioned above. But the prosecution
of such an· ideal would raise a host of serious questions, such
as: Have we the resources in money and scholarship as well
as in teaching personnel to found such a university'! Would
such a "University" for years to come be anything but a
modest college? Would not any such new institution only
weaken: our existing Calvinistic institutions of higher learning'!
Do we as a Church wish for a society controlled University
(which would, of course, have to include a divinity school as
well if it is to be a University) alongside of our denominational
Seminary and College'? These, it seems to us, are serious and
Pertinent· questions that must be faced carefully before a
p;toject of a Calvinistic University is endorsed.
1
} 3. The information is at hand that at this month's ·General
.A,~~embly. of the. Orthodox Presbyterian Church the report of
t):ieir committee on a Reformed Alliance, which met with ours
on the same subject at Pittsburgh, was received, with no
further action being taken. This means that the original proposal, of our .A,lliance Committee under "C'', namely, as to the
ap:Il.ointment .of a. committee of two, loses its point. At the
. s8,fri.e time; it does not mean that the University plan is thereby
drbpped. .In fact, certain individuals of the Orthodox Presbyteri.an group are strongly promoting such a project and rece:Jjtly have. had a meeting for its discussion.''
After this exploratory discussion of the matter the advisory
committee proposed the following resolutions for the adoption
of :Synod. These resolutions were adopted without change.
<iin the light of the above, Synod resolves:
A. As to a possible (American) Alliance of Refarmed
Churches:
1; That, with full appreciation of such an Alliance as an
ultimate ideal, at present no further steps be taken in this
matter.
B. As to a possible Alliance of Refarmed Individuals:
1. To declare that it rejoices in every effective organized
effort· for the promotion of Calvinistic thought and life; of
which the work carried on by the American Calvinistic Conference Committee is a notable recent example.
2. To declare that this is not to be construed as synodical
endorsement of every project which such agen«ies may seek to
promote, and that this applies especially to the plan of founding. a Calvinistic University alongside of existing Calvinistic
institutions for higher learning.
3. That, in: .view of some recent discussion and agitation
about the founding of a possible .American Calvinistic University, an:d ·in view of the bearing which such contemplated
plan, would have for our own institutions of higher learning,
Calvin College and Seminary, a committee be appointed for an
exploratory study of this important subject.''
JlJNE-'JUL Y, 1943
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AFRIKAANS AND ENGLISH IN SOUTH AFRICA
Potchefstroom, S. Africa,
April 9, 1943.
.

Dear Dr. Bouma:
UR attention is at the present time so taken up by th(;)
progress in the hostilities in the Northern part of our
continent, in which we, of course, are particularly interested and which concerns us the most, that we have very little
inclination for the more permanent and constructive work of
a University institution. There is an intellectual unrest which
really does not favour any really scientific work. To me it
seems that we at the University institution are at the present
time just marking time. Of course, many young men, also
from the Universities, are either up North taking an active
part in deciding the fate of our coming world, and they are, as
you may have learned from the news, doing heroic work. lrt·
deed, we are a race of stubborn fighters and if once on the
go very little can stop us. We seem to have a very great gift
for air work and our small contribution is more a result of
our small population than of any deficiency in our human material. Many of our young men are still in the South, either
doing home. base work in the war effort or· getting along
with their task in civil life, for that remains essential even in.
war time. Like you, we are feeling the pinch of war conditions
but that is inevitable and necessary; Of course, there are CiV(;lr
here differences of opinion amongst the South Africans as
regards the aims of the present war conflict, bl.it one thing if!
certain and that is that we are one and all-I refer, of course,
to the Calvinistic group in our cosmopolitan population~
staunch supporters of a democracy that is based on our Chris';" ,
tian national principles and aspirations. We have been au«;J;· .
are a freedom-loving people, freedom in .government; in religion, in thought, but a freedom that is bound by the etern:af
principles of the Word of God.
·
A problem with which we in South Africa have for more
than a hundred years been faced .is the problem of the . bi-'.
raciality of the European population. When we think abouf .
the future of South Africa we usually confine our thoughts· t.O:ii
the future of the two races, English and Afrikaans, that mak~.
up this bilingual and bi-racial nation. There are, of course;· ...
millions of black and coloured people. Their future foi'llls·
another very intricate problem. But we, whites, who are..
leaders and custodians of Western European civilization, have·.· .
our own personal problem: What will this our nation be in the
future; will we remain a bi-racial and bilingual nation:, oi:'.
will we in the distant future gradually merge into one nation,
and who will predominate in the gradual evolution of a new
nation, the English or the Afrikaans-speaking section'? Both
sections are virile and independent. We who believe in the
fact that God also willed the existence of separate national~
ities, accept the present situation and know that in His good•
time things will develop according to His mighty and un:..
alterable plan.
In this problem of bi-raciality there is at the present
moment none more important and burning than that of bilin~
gualism or uni-lingualism. Will this coming nation remain bi.:
lingual or will it become uni-lingual? At the present time
both English and Afrikaans people accept the fact that there
are two races and two separate languages. This is also borne
out by our educational policy. For years now we have two or
three types of schools, especially elementary and secondary,
but also tertiary schools. There are. particularly the single
medium schools, that is to say there exist side by side schools
in which English and schools in which Afrikaans are the media
of instruction. This type of school seems to most o:f us, educationalists as well as statesmen, to be the ideal type: instruc~
tion through .the mother tongue is nationally and educationally
the only sound principle. This has been proved again in South
Africa during the last few months. Supporters of this system
of mother tongue schools, be they Afrikaans or English, have
been very active in their defence of the present regulation: as
regards the permanent value and need of single medium
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schools. This applies more particularly to the Afrikaans
section, who more than the English feel the national and educational necessity of mother tongue instruction in our public
schools. Two very important conferences were held, the one
in the Transvaal on Dec. 3, 1942, ahd. the other in N atai on
Feb. 20, 1943, to discuss this problem and once more to formu-.
latii our definite ideas in this matter. These conferences were
convened by the three Dutch Reformed Churches. I had the.
hqnour to speak at both conferences on the psychological and
edu.~ational neces,sity for mother tongue instruction and did
s,o more or less irt the following way.

(mother tongue) school, and so do the children of my brotherin-law, who is English speaking. We both know that that is
the only right sort of school education. But even to-day· many
people think otherwise and, of course, erroneously so. Scientific
experimentation in the problem of the medium of instruction
indicates that instruction through a foreign medium retards
the intellectual and mental development, and especially the.
development of the higher mental powers and processes (like
conception, judgment, reasoning). The uni-lingual child outclasses the bi-lingual child in the purity and depth of its. knowledge of language and thinking. A child learns better through
the me.dium of the mother tongue and performs much biitter
Single Mediul.ll. Schools
at school. We want a Christian national education for our
There is but one· language for the education of a child and childre.n and that can only be achieved through the. use of the
that is. the language of its mother, The agitation in South mother tongue. An education through a foreign language is
Africa for the application of education through the mother detrimental to the religious, national, and personal developtongue is only a part of our general str~ggle for ·Christian ment of the child. We are not in favour of an educational
national education. Language is of fundamental importance ideal of bi-lingualism: we desire that the Afrikaans child
for the intellectual. and mental development of the child. It is should command Afrikaans and know enough English to underthe medium for intercourse between one human being and an- stand and read English fairly well, and that the English child
other, but also between man and God. The language which a should command English and know enough Afrikaans to unchild acquires from the first in its intercourse With human derstand and read Afrikaans fairly well. The oral and writbeings and with God is the language of its mother: the mother ten use of the second language is of secondary importance. '1,'he
tongue forms the basis for the whole education of the child, use of any other language but the mother tongue is from a
and without it a child can not be properly 'educated. It is purely didactic point of view unsound. In teaching we should
s,qmetimes argued that the older generation, like myself, who apply the sound maxims propounded by all good educationali,sts,
received all their school and university education through a for instance, "proceed from the known to the unknown", ''from
foreign tongue, have not done too badly. But that fs not the the concrete to the abstract", "from the simple to the complex"
point at issue. The older generation did succeed in spite of -the moth~r tongue alone is the known, the concrete, the
their wrong education: how much misery had they to endure simple, the other tongue is always the unknown, the abstract,
and how much more could they have perfor:rp.ed, if their i;n- · the complex. Furthermore, any school using as its medium
struction and education had been through the medium of their of instruction any other tongue but the mother tongue is liable
mother tongue! Dear friend, put yourself for one moment in . to serious difficulties of organization. Who, e. g., is to be the
the place of· a young Afrikaans speaking child, like myself, principal of such a school? A good Afrikaner will naturally
'Yho heard and spoke no other language at I:to:me than Afri- organize his school along the lines of a sound Afrikaans spirit,
kaans, to be placed at a most unfortunate moment into a school and a good Englishman. will do likewise.· What, then, we ask,
where nothing else but English was spoken and used. To say becomes of -the. other group in such a :mixed school? Our exthe least, one felt totally at sea and helpless; progress was for perience of dual schools-with English and Afrikaans pupilsthe· first. few years and actually right throughout the school is that the children very seldom play together: the Afdkaanscareer· slow, laborious and retarded~ An education through a speaking children group together, the same as the Englishforeign medium-that was my experience and that of thousands speaking do; instead of helping along unity we cause diviof Afrikaans children-made us inattentive, robbed us of all sion! An Afrikaans child-and that applies equally wen· to an.
iv.forest in the work, made us feel like strangers at the gate, English child-is never more conscious of the fact that he qr
turned us into unnatural beings, caused laziness and even she is Afrikaans than when in the company of English chilfatigue, but was above all a cause of shyness and a sense of dren. The. only educationally and psychologically sound type
shame, made us extremely sensitive and left us with a de- of school is the mother tongue school: a school where the
pressing feeling of inferiority. Why, we unconsciously and mother. tongue is· the medium of instruction, where every sub-.
inwardly reasoned, must our mother tongue be looked down j.ect is taught from an Afrikaans or English point of view, but
upon? Are we then as a race backward and inferior? I think where the other language is also taught, soundly and SYIJl.pathat has been the experience of every member of a race suffer- thetically.
ing from the burden of other tongue medium instruction. Of
And that must suffice for this occasion. With kind regards,
course, this commonly does not exist at the present time ~ny
J. CHR. ComzEE.
longer: my children receive their schooling in a single medium

SINGING TOWER
(St. Martini, Groningen)
The .old metropolis, a hive of humming,
Of laughs, of groans, of sighs, of shouts, of joys.
The morning-breeze blends all these intonations
Into an overture of city noise.

Sing from your stony mouth, o ancient singer,
Chime from your heights above the humming town;
Fling endlessly, o tonal beauty-ringer,
Your songs of golden molten bell-tones down.

Till, like a golden rain of stars ~oft falling,
A symphony of bell-tones o'er me showers.
The bustle-songs of town fade into silence
Before the tonal glories of the tower.

I love them; they are symbols of a singing
From belfries higher than your stony height;
From God's carillon with its golden ringing;
The chiming through eternal morning light.
-ALBERT PIERSMA

Nom:
2_52

134 of the world's 180 carillons are in Belgium and the little Netherlands.
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Around T·he Book Table
A NEW TESTAMENT INTRODUCTION
by H. c. Thiessen.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. 347 pages.
Price $8.50.
URING . the seventeen years that the reviewer was
• LJ privileged to teach in the New Testament department
at Calvin Seminary, he developed a growing conviction
that the usual method of teaching N. T. branches was unfortunate. The N. T. is usually covered to ferret out the historical
material. Then, again, it is worked over for the purpose of
ac:cumulating its isagogical mat.crials. Still a third time it is
perused in the interest of gleaning its contribution to the field
of biblical theology. Finally, the professor may approach it in
the. intere_st of N. T. Greek, exegesis, etc.
It is a treatment that does violence to the unity and the
beauty of the N. T. It implies a denial of the truth that the
facts and acts recorded in the Bible are just as much, Revelation as are the "teachings". It is pedagogically unsound, I
think, to go over a field time and again to pick up the elements
or 'materials that were ignored the first time tb,e. field was
coverEld. It develops the tendency, as many books on Introduction indicate, to believe that introductory materials can be
garnered-and be given determinative value-from extra-biblical :fields, when as a matter of fact the only reliable isagogical
materials. are those which the Bible books themselves furnish.
Each book ·m11st answer the ·question, What have you to say
fol'. yourself? Beyond that we can hope for nothing better
tb,an a bit of confirmation and a few suggestions.
• However, in the interest of administration, credits, and perlji;\PS for other reasons, we have insisted on special divisions of
t!?;e work;. As long as that spirit persists we shall have to
f~rnish special courses in introduction. That being so, we welc_<?.nie the. work of Dr. Thiessen. The writer bl!Jl been looking
f,or something like this ever since Prof. Berkhof's excellent
liJt,le manual was no longer available.
··:'rhe work of Dr. Thiessen covers the field of Introduction to
the .N. T. by methods and with conclusions familiar to the
o*1!hodox N. T. scholar. It is interesting to note that whereas
t~~ .liberal ·and radical scholars are widely divergent in their
coPcc-eptions of the N. T. problems and their solutions, the orthodo~ scholars in this field present what may be called a united
frpnt. That is reassuring to the Bible student.
The first one hundred pages of Thiessen's volume deal with
thE) general introductory materials. The ·character and the
his'tory of N. T. Introduction, followed by the canon, text, and
the inspiration of the N. T., receive generous treatment.
.Jn the field of special introduction the author begins with a
discussion of the knotty synoptic problem. The various solu..:
tions that have been presented are examined and criticized.
This is followed by a proposed solution of the problem. Adequate criticism of the various solutions would seem t9 call for
m()re ,space. The proposed solution leaves the problem still
1lnsolved.
The rest of the book is devoted to a discusion of each N. T.
book. With almost monotonous regularity the treatments contain. the following paragraphs: attestation and authorship,
background and destination, occasion and date, and purpose
and plan. This would not seem to be the wisest method from
the point of view of teaching, yet the reviewer himself, who is
critical of the method, has never been able to get away ·from
some such mechanical treatment. And no one is likely to escape
it as long as Introduction is regarded as a distinct entity in
N. T. study.
INTRODUCTION TO THE NEW TESTAMENT,
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The. bo,ok is filled to the brim with pertinent materials. There
is no rhetorical padding here. The various items are presented.
clearly and to the point. The reviewer finds himself in prac.:.
tical agreement with almost all of the conclusions. He is not
sure, howev:er, .that the futuristic interpretation of the Book of
Revelation is th~ correct one. Neither is he convinced that the
"Lady Elect" of II John has received proper recognition.. However, in. the. author's discussion of Jude, II Peter, the Pastoral
Epistles and others; about which there is some disagreemetit
among the "cpnservative" scholars, Dr. Thiessen and the Writ~!"
are in :r>eifect accord. There may be a few of the "dating$"
·that should be adjusted slightly. For the rest the revieW'ei'
would be happy to ··attach his signature to the document.
In case of an eventual, second edition of this work the fol~
lowi:r:ig sugg-estions are offered.
.
'
Conservative scholars believe in what .has been. calfocl the
primary and the .s~condary authorship of the _Bible. The.bear'ing of the fact that God is the primary author of the Bible
should be made more prominent in the discussion of the various
books. This would enab.le the canonical significance of the
N. T. ·to• come to its own.
It would enrich the contents of this work considerably, I be;.
lieve, if the author would present an adequate discussion of
the problems of the sources and composition particularly. of
the book of ~evelation and of The Acts.
·
A fuller. treatment of the enemies of. the Gospel as implied,
in the Epistles of .Paul to the Ephesians and Colossians and.
the Pastoral Epistl~ would not have been superfluous. Thes~
writings were. undoubtedly occasioned in part by the kind .()f .
philosophies with which the readers had to contend.
··
Let not these few suggestions, humbly submitted, cause ant~
one to feel that the present writer· does. not appreciate tl:i::~·.
work. It is an excellent work that could be used profitably ~W ·
a text. in any orthodox seminary, that could serve as a refer~
ence work, and that does justice to the Bible as the Word c>f
God.
H. S..
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JESUS AND THE EARLY CHURCH
ONE LoRP, ONE

F AITII.

Did . the Early Church Understand

Je~us.?, by Floyd V. Filson, Prof. of N. T. Literature

and·

History, Presbyterian . Theol. Seminary, Chicago. pric~
$2.00. 256 pages. Philadelphia, The Westminster Press.

c-IJ)ERE, at last, is an ~uthor who knows ho.wt? w~ite.•·.•a_.'.'.'
Ul., book! In fact, this book has nearly everythmg a
good book should have:
.;;
a. Sound reasoning. One may not agree with eveJ.'.Ythingl
yet, in nearly every case the reader becomes convinced of the
correctness of the author's conclusions.
b. Very-simple language. The author is not in the class of
those who ·employ seven-syllable terms in order to hide theii
ignorance. He. uses the language of the ordinary man. He i$
clear, straightforward; direct, concise, unambiguous. He is'
master of a style we always look for but seldom find.
c. Excellent organization of material and step-by-step ·de.:
velopment of the argument. It's the kind of book which, once
started, is not laid doW'n until the last page has been read.
d. A good bibliography .and excelleht notes at the encl of
the volume.
e. A worth-while discussion ~f what is new in N. T. literature.
The author has the rare gift of being _well-balanced. That
is apparent in his treatment of the theory of Aramaic Originals.

Though we would have welcomed a more thorough discussion
an.d a slightly more favorable representation of the true ele. ments in this theory, we believe that, on the whole, the author's
conclusions are correct. This reviewer recently wrote a lengthy
term-paper on Torrey's theory of Aramaic originals. In that
.paper he pointed out the same weaknesses in that theory which
are mentioned by Dr. Filson. We also, on the whole, agree
with the author's treament of Form Criticism.
The author's main purpose is to answer the question expressed in the sub-title of the book: namely, Did the Early
Church U nde'rstand Jesus? What happened between the years
30 and 50 k D~? Was the Gospel of Jesus falsified or preserved? The author supplies clear and abundant evidence for
the latter alternative. Says he, summing up the argument:
.. "Neither source-criticism nor Form-criticism rightly used,
destroys confidence in the essential credibility of the Synoptic
Gospels i . • Jesus was loyally followed.. by the first generation of Christians. Jesus was correctly understood. The
. Primitive. Church was loyal in preserving his viewpoint. Moreover, Paul and later Christians were closely linked with the
mind of Jesus and the attitude of the Primitive Church. We
are :fully warranted in concluding that the Primitive Church
faithfully preserved the essentials of the mind and message
~:f Jesus." Well, after reading J. S. Stewart's A Man in Christ
and Machen's The Or:igin of Paul's Religion one is more or
less prepared for that correct conclusion.
Of course, although we are E;!nthusiastic in our praise of the
many excellent aspects of this volume, we should remember
the familiar lines:
"Whoever thinks a perfect work to see
Thinks what ne'er is nor was nor e'er will be."
This work, too, has its defects. The most serious, as we see
it, is the iiuthor's constant and very deliberate disavowal of
the doctrine .of the infallibility of Scripture. See Introd., p.
237, etc. The idea that those who cling with heart and soul to
this truth oppose textual criticism is also found in this book.
But nothing could be farther from the truth. One can and
shou.ld iiccept both the infallibly inspired character of the autog•raphs .and also the absolute necessity of correcting imperfect
cbpies, in accordance with the established laws of textual criti~isn;J.. Again, If-as the author proves in a brilliant and satisfactory. manner-the researches of recent N. T. scholarship
poirit to the reliability of the N. T. books, why not advance
one step farther and substitute the term "infallibility" for
"reliability"? The author, though affirming again and again
that these· writings are not infallible, never proves this conteption. He simply takes it for granted. That, as we see it,
isthe main weakness of this otherwise excellent volume.
Furthermore, we object to. the following statements:
. p •. 104: · "Paul . . . manifested a tendency to belittle normal
life by reason of his eschatological expectation, and regarded
the end o:f the age as being so imminent that marriage and
the continuance of the home had no necessary function in
human life . . • "
p. 142: "The Synoptic tradition (with respect to Christ's
claim. to be the Messiah) must here be preferred unhesitatingly
to the quite different representation of John." That's cutting
the Gordian knot.. It is not a solution of the problem nor even
an attempt to solve it. The author merely says, in substance,
''.John was wrong; the Synoptists were right."
With· these necessary strictures and qualifications we heartily
recommend this book to earnest Bible-students. It is worthy
of seriOus study.. It is very well-written. Its main thrust
is.directed against the unwarranted positions of radical scholarship. Meanwhile, it has not in any sense whatever shaken our
firm conviction that the Wgrd of God is reliable, true, inspired,
and. without error from start to finish!
WILLIAM HENDRIKSEN,
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A CRITIQUE OF PENTATEUCHAL CRITICISM
A re-examination of the modern
theory that the Pentateuch is a late compilation from diverse
and conflicting sources by authors and editors whose identity is completely unknown, by Oswald T. Allis. The
Presbyterian. and Reformed Pub. Co., 525 Locust St.,
Philadelphia, 1943. 319 pages. $3.00.

THE FIVE BOOKS . OF MOSES,

A GREAT theolog.ian recently said: . "The battle between
C/'1. the conservatives and the liberals does not center
about the deity of Christ, the truth of Christ's resurrection or any of the other great truths of Scripture; rather
it concerns Scripture itself." Dr. Allis has seen this very
clearly. The problem of the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch is not merely an academic question which is ultimately
of little concern to anyone; fundamentally it is the answer to
the burning query, "What think ye of the Christ?"
Divisive criticism of the Pentateuch rests on two premises,
"The first is the claim that variety in diction, style and subjectmatter implies diversity of source and authorship. The second
is that the history of Israel, especially the religious history,
must have followed in general the same pattern as that of
other nations and races, and that the theory of naturalistiC
evolution must be applied to all without exception."
The first, also called the Documentary Hypothesis, first pro~
posed by Jean Astruc in 1753 and later considerably modi.tied
and augmented by Eichhorn, Hupfeld, Driver et al, is a denial
of the unitary character of the Pentateuch. The author devotes
.the first section of his scholarly work to a painstaking aniilysis
and penetrating refutation of the position. Higher criticism
finds it point of departure in the variations in the divine names
Elohim and Jehovah in Genesis. Prior to Ex. vi. 3, Jehovah,
according to the author of the passage was seemingly unknown,
and yet the name occurs throughout Genesis. The Documentary Hypothesis is proposed as its solution. Dr. Allis, howeyer,
defends the opposite position of the unity of the Pentateuch,
and proposes quite another interpretation of the Ex. vi. passage.
He further treats equally well other variations in diction arid
style, the so-called doublets in the Pentateuch, and the alleged
continuity of the various sources. One cannot expect a volume
of 300 pages to be all-inclusive, but. at this juncture it wotild
have been interesting to know how the author evaluates Kyle's
solution to the Pentateuchiil problem.
Thi:! second part of the book deals with the second ba$ic
presupposition of the Higher Critics. The Development Hypothesis was proposed in the latter half of the previous century
by Graf and W ellhausen. This theory the author treats mast&r:fully in three chapters dealing respectively with the P~e
Prophetic Period, Prophetic Religion, aud Priestly Religic:)n.
These periods of Israelitish history, according to the critics,
mark the advent of the various Pentateuchal sources.
a
thorough survey of the internal evidence, the author points
out the inherent weaknesses and fallacy Of the evolutionary
approach.

In

The last major section is devoted to "The Present State of
the Problem". The chapter on "The Pentateuch and Archreology" is extremely cogent, and brings a great deal of archreological weight to bear on the problem. The fundamental al).d
abiding issue is, however, not the result of the spade; it is not
the age of man, the antiquity of alphabet writing, or the discovery of the Ras Shamra tablets and the Ch!;!ster Beatty
papyri. No, the acceptance or rejection of the Mosaic authorship is rather dependent on the issue of supernaturalism .vs.
naturalism. And so, in the last analysis, the question facing
all students of Scripture, the evolutionary critics as well, is
not, "Did Moses write the Pentateuch", but it is, "What think
ye of the Christ? Whose Son is He?" For Christ is the supreme intrusion in Israel's history. And the fact of Chrilit
must be faced. The attempt on the part of the pseudo-Barthian
modern to evade the problem by calling Christ suprahiStorical
JUNE-JULY, 1943
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does not really dodge the issue at all. For Jesus Himself said:
"If ye believe not his (Moses') ·writings, how can ye believe
my words?"

petent to fo'vestigate it for themselves". Surely this work
places the reader in a position to do this well.

This is an epoch-making book. It should be read and digested by all those seriously interested in the vindication of
Scripture. · The book is truly a front-line weapon. It is "sufficiently popular and non-technical for the general reader" and
at the same time, sufficient in "fulness and detail to make the
book of interest and value to scholars". The author has made
the problem live for the reader. He fully convinces one that
"this vitally important question is not one which they must
leave to experts and specialists, but that they are quite com-

JOHN WM. WEYERS;

Most of our subscriptions run out with this issue
and are renewable with the August issue. Is yours?
Look at the address label. If it is, will you help us
by sending yomi renewal promptly? Thank 'you.
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